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A CHAT WITH A WARDEN
t ,

. a •

BELIEVES BRITAIN WILL WIN

. T . . . I ■ ■ • •

“Bill” Davis Of Union Foresees Some
Excellent Hunting Another Season
Game Warden William F. Davis ered that inside of the dressed car
of Union, who was ln the city cass had1 been fastened a lamb,
Thursday, discussed with a Cou whose legs had been cut off.
Beavers have multiplied rapidly
rier-Gazette reporter several mat
ters of interest to nimrods and since the day. only a few years
ago. when two pairs were "plant
an tilers.
In bis district, which is a broad ed" ln Warden Davis' district. He
,one, embracing sections of Knox estimates that there are now about
Lincoln. Waldo and Kennebec 300. and believes there will even
Counties he reports a small kill tually be an open season • because
ol pheasants tn the flve days al of the trouble caused by these In
lotted for that purpose, and genious and industrious creatures.
Ice Ashing ls ln progress on all
marked by stormy weather, many
of the small ponds, and from Carwill recall.
"There are plenty of birds.' the gill's Pond ln Liberty two flsherwarden reports, and if they Winter j men took 30 in a day. Pickerel
well there should be some good ! have a better flavor taken from
shooting next Fall, with perhaps some ponds than they do from
a longer open season. Most of the others, Davis says, and with the
pheasants shot this season were exception of those which have a
they constitute
native birds and wore no bands. muddy flavor
They were to be found all the way mighty good eatr.ng, according to
from Waldoboro to Northport, this excellent judge. "Better than
and as far back as South Liberty. trout in Winter," ls the way Bill
Pheasants. Instead of seeking the puts it.
Thc fl-shermen are looking for
thick woods, inhabit swale grass,
wild rose bushes, sweet fern and ward to February and March when
pucker brushes. They are r.ot so they can extract from the icy
tame ln the woods and can run waters anything but black boss.
Warden Davis believes lt would be
like foxes.
Rabbit hunting ls "spotty" very better If the law permitted the
good ln some places and none at taking of all kinds of fish with a
all in others. Few foxes have been "bag limit." But he has been ln
the wardenship game for 14 years
shot thus far.
Eight moose have their Winter and ls going to enforce the law
headquarters in The Bog. accord as it reads.
ing to Warden Davis, and several
have been reported In Cushing.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met
South Thomaston and vicinity. On Thursday night.
The business
Spruce Head island ls a very tame meeting was preceeded by a sup
cow moose, still mourning the loss per served by Mrs Mae Cross and
of her offspring shot illegally by Mrs Doris Ames. The charter was
a thoughtless hunter.
draped and a memorial service was
The general impression that held in memory of Sister Day. one
moose constitute a menace to mo of the oldest members. Officers
torists Is discounted by Davis, who elected for the Sewing Circle for
says that the big animals will run the following year are Mrs. Beu
away If not disturbed. And he ls lah Larrabee,
president Mrs
ln a position to say that a moose Amanda Choate, vice president,
ln training can easily travel 35 and Mrs Maud Cables, treausrer.
miles an hour.
At the next meeting, ln charge of
The deer kill in Warden Davis’ Mrs. Winifred Butler and Mrs.
district this season consisted of Catherine Libby, the annual ex
100 bucks and 92 does.
"The change of Christmas gifts will take
hunting hereabouts will be as good place and each member is request
as it is down east if the dogs are ed to bring a gift for the tree.
kept off the trail," says Davis, who Mrs. Riah Knight, Mrs. Carolyn
however, is wondering how long Stewart and Mrs. Elie Knowlton
Maine can stand the pace set this were chosen to have charge of the
season when 23.000 deer were public supper to be given next
killed in addition to the 10.000 Thursday right A patriotic pro
which he estimates were slain ille gram under the direction of Mn.
gally by hunters or killed by au Doris Ame3 completed the suc
tomobiles and bobcats.
cessful meeting.
Ingenious attempts to evade the
law come to the attention oi the
Don’t lorget to order that Helen
wardens' attention now and then.
A recent instance was that of a C English plum pudding from the
hunter who was carrying a large What Not Shop—going fast.—adv.

E. Carl Moran Tells Men’s League What
Will Happen Should Germany Be Victorious
Preserve our own democracy!
Keep out of the war!
Those were the principles laid
down by former Congressman Edward C. Moran, Jr., ln a vigorous

ships are concerned.
"Do you want American ships
to go back Into the war zone? You
are soon going to be called upon to
decide. My own opinion is that.
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The Black Cat

[EDITORIAL]
THE PASSING OF “BOZE"
The Courier-Gazette experiences a deep personal loss in
the death of Albion B. Crocker, which occurred Tuesday at his
home ln Somerville, Mass. Readers of this newspaper knew
him and loved him under the pen name of “Boze," but he
occasionally elected to use other signatures. A native of
Tenant’s Harbor, he removed many years ago to other fields,
but hls heart was still with hls native town and the associates
of hls youth. This ls strongly reflected in the articles which
he wrote under the familiar caption of "Tenant's Harbor
Days"—articles which displayed one of the most retentive
memories with which this newspaper has ever come In con
tact He remembered the pupils with whom he used to attend
the elementary schools; he remembered the pupils who came
under his eye In hls capacity as Instructor; he remembered the
old swimming hole and other places so dear to the hearts of
those who ever claimed a domicile InSt Oeorge. and above all
was hls undying and undlmmed affection for hls “Dad," from
whose diary he quoted so frenquently and effectively. And
so passes the man who may have been The Courier-Oazette’s
oldest regular contributor. He had visited the office only on
remote occasions, but through hls newspaper connection he
had the love and esteem of every member of the staff, even as
we are sure he did of all who read hls very human and very
intimate articles.

WOULD QUIET ITALIANS

A country which owes us flve billion dollars ls not a “first class risk." former
Congressman Moran told the Baptist Men's League

address delivered before the Bap it would be all wrong to let Ameri
tist Men’s League Thursday night. can ships again take that risk. If
A good-sized audience listened to we send our vessels as a convoy
Moran's talk, which centered what happens if they run into a
around the International situation, mine or are torpedoed? The easi
and was based very largely upon est prescription for getting Into
knowledge acquired as a member the war would be to send our ships
of Congress and the United States across the Atlantic as convoys.
“We probably have today the
Maritime Commission. Now a pri
vate citizen, the speaker was free best Navy in the world, but do we
to express hls personal opinions, want to use lt for peace or for war?
“We have plenty of ships. Sel’
and this he did with customary
them our old ones by all means
frankness.
The difficulty ln guessing at the but not the new ones. Old ships
fundamentals of the war situation are Just as good for Britain's pur
is due to the propaganda which is pose. because when they are serving
being tossed around, the speaker as a convoy they have to be slowed
said, announcing hls purpose to down, anyway. What a crime it
"tear away some of the things would be to send our new fast ships
which are put In front of us by over there. I would not think of
the pros." "I don't like the Nazis." risking those More than 100 old
said he, "and I dont like the at ships have already been sold to
tempts which are being made to Oreat Britain; and we have 100
put this country into this war."
.more to
.
buck on the running board of his
Moran told of the “two armed
Approaching the subject of InRubacrlbe
to
The
Courier-Oazette
car. A keen-eyed warden dlscov-1
camps," which have existed in Eu- leniational loans Moran was even
rope, and said the League of Na-' more cautious. "They tell us that
tlons did try to break them up.
! ending nacney to Great Britain
"They told me ln 1917 that I was would be first-class risk," said he.
going to war to save democracy. "Well, they think differently than
How much democracy did we J X do. I don't call any country which
owes us five billion dollars a good
save?”
The speaker told of the spirit risk. The time has not yet come
of Imperialism which is abroad in for the United States to loan one
the land today. Our frontiers, he dollar.
Declaring that the cost of pre
declared, are not on the Rhine, or
in Bagdad Should we put a fleet paredness is enhanced by "great
Into Singapore harbor? It would waste," the speaker said there
be a terrible mistake lf we were should always be gradual prepara
tion; that when there ls let-up for
wrong.
’’I am tickled to death with the a number of years, it is the ex
British victories," said Moran, "but pensive way. "The two-ocean Navy
I don't want to send the American 1S a fine thing," said Moran, "but
Army or American ships there, it makes me shudder when they
Oreat Britain always looks out for | talk of expending $80,000,000 on a
Don't throw
Itself, and is right now preserving single battleship,
trade routes for the after war away money until you can pay
period It ls looking into the pros your own debts.
Reiterating his opposition to
pective. Oreat Britain ls not at
148-149
the end of its tether, as far as entering the war, the speaker said;
"I can't see anything right about
this country embroiling itself ln
the war. Great Britain Is not
fighting our battles, and in Con
gress there arc a great many mem
bers who do not think our frontier
is on the Rhine. We are still trying
to figure out who won the World
Wa’ and I can't see any point to
loaning our money to aid the con
troversy over there,
“After the war, what? Some
day we have got to find a place to
get rid of things, or produce only
what we can use ourselves. There
must be a new type of internation
alism or a new type of reglmenta
tion. If Oermany wins the war
she will build a Chinese wall around
America and the present regimen
tation, with none of us likes, will
not begin to compare with what
we will then see. We must arm
ourselves to the limit, tout don't
Deposit Books should be presented at The Knox County
forget that the democracy we are
Trust Co., at Rockland, Caniden, Vinalhaven, Union and
trying to save we must not lose
Try In every way to preserve our
Warren. Apply at office at which your account in Security
democracy by making it work. We
have our cause—the cause of
Trust Co. was carried.
America, its people and thelr wel
fare. Get together in a new unity?
A reasonable period of time will be permitted for pres
j The deep Interest with which the
entation of books for payment; but, as this is a final release,
I League members and their guests
I had followed the discourse was reit is suggested that depositors collect as promptly as pos
I fleeted in the lively open forum
sible. After a period, not yet definitely fixed, the fund will
’ which followed. Many questions
were asked—many difficut ques
undoubtedly be ordered transferred to some State office
I tions, but Carl answered them unin Augusta, and withdrawal of your dividend may be sub
| flinchingly, and logically, express; lng in the course of hls replies the
stantially more complicated.
| firm conviction that Great Brit
ain will win the conflict.
Another pleasing feature of this
ENSIGN OTIS, Receiver.
meeting was the violin solo by a
talented schoolgirl, Shirlene Mc
Kinney.
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The general satisfaction over the setbacks which are being
experienced by the forces of Mussolini, has been strongly
accentuated by the developments of the present week, and that
satisfaction ls not dimmed by the official Italian Intimation
that somebody ls drawing “the long bow." We have been
asked, all along, to accept the highly colored stories sent out
of Berlin, but now that the shoe is on the other foot, Italy Is
warning her people that British and Oreek reports are
exaggerations.

THE ELECTION AFTERMATH
The election of Franklin D. Roosevelt as President of the
United States was naturally very gratifying to the Chief Ex
ecutive and the membership of the New Deal party, but that
the Third Term Idea was not altogether popular Is shown by
the fact that his plurality was the smallest of any candidate
since 1916 when Woodrow Wilson defeated Charles Evans
Hughes by only 581,365 On the other hand Wendell L.
Willkie's popular vote was the largest ever given a Republican
nominee, winner or loser. The Associated Press totals arc
now available, showing that Roosevelt received 27,241.938
votes, and Willkie 22.327.226. Roosevelt's plurality of 4,914,713
sounds Impressive enough until one considers that the total
vote was almost 50.000.000 However, we learned ln boyhood
that “nears don't count."

THIS IS A GOOD ONE

Listen to this statement which came over an Italian
broadcasting station last night:
“There is one thing that British propaganda fails to take
into account, and that is the peculiar temper oi the Italians.
The Italian ls a light-hearted and easy-going fellow until he
Is aroused. Sometimes what he needs is Just a little slap, then
he stands up and fights, to a finish, and the more blows the
more dangerous he becomes. The British ought to remembei
this."
And there is something else which the Italians should
also remember, and that ls that they did not get mad enough
to fight until Oermany apparently had the enemy already
licked.
IN NAME OF HUMANITY

tHerald Tribune)

The British statement on the plan of Mr. Hoover and
others to send food to occupied Europe is both moderate and
courteous ln tone, but lt is also, as lt should be. perfectly frank
and definite. The British have too great a respect for Ameri
can opinion to resort to diplomatic circumlocutions or windy
concealments; they say exactly what they mean. And surely
lt ls Impossible, after a moments reflection, to imagine that
they could conceaivably take any other position.
Consider thelr situation. The British people are fighting
for their lives againest one of the most barbarous forms of
warfare known since ancient times. Thelr country ls being
sytematlcally wrecked; they and their homes are being wan
tonly destroyed; their children are being nightly blasted from
thelr beds, slaughtered, mangled or subjected to psychological
shocks which may maim them more deeply for life than even
prolonged hunger would ever do. But on top of this thelr
enemy is doing his best to produce the hunger as well. He ts
Indiscriminately bombing and torpedoing their food ships on
sight, trying to ruin the docks and ports through which they
are fed; and if they are not starving today lt is not because
of any forbearance on the Nazis' part.
Thelr greatest single hope of surviving and ending this
atrocity, of saving themselves and thelr children, ls the pres
sure of blockade which they on thelr part are still able to
bring to bear against the aggressors who wantonly released
the horror upon them. But at this point, Mr. Hoover arises in
the safe distance of some 3000 miles from the bombing, and
asked them to relax that blockade in order to feed the popu
lations whom this aggressor has already overwhelmed, who are
in want only because of the aggressor’s actions, and tor whom
he has boasted made himself responsible.
Could any one seriously suppose that the British answer
would be other than what it ls? To the British it could not.
so presented, appear as anything save a proposal to relieve the
Nazis of the obligation of feeding rtleir victims and make still
greater supplies available to Oermany, directly or Indirectly,
with which to continue the wanton slaughter, attempted
starvation and enslavement of British men, women and chil
dren. If there really were today a great famine ln occupied
Europe; lf the Hoover committee had got real guarantees
from the Nazis; lf they had Berlin’s assent to a workable and
genuinely equitable plan for meeting this problem, the British
answer might well be different. As lt is, tt ls simply idle for
any American to expect anything else from the hard-pressed
British.
The humanitarian desire to help the deprived peoples of
the occupied countries this Winter is and will be strong. But
ls lt humane to contribute to the slaughter and destroy thc
hopes of the 47,000,000 British? Is it humane to sell Into a
perpetual slavery the many millions in all the occupied lands
who would rather starve to death than live under Nazi
tyranny? Is it humane to subsidize the Nazi concentration
camps or the new ghettos where more millions live with no
hope on earth except in the defeat of Hitlerism? Is it humane
to provide the butter which permits Hitler, Ooering and
Goebbels to produce the guns and bombs with which to murder
fresh populations, not excluding our own?

(By The Roving Reporter)
.1

The Black Cat's first Christmas
card of the season comes from Bo
livia, South America, and was sent
toy my good friends Capt. and Mrs.
William H. Wincapaw. The card
is ln beautiful colors and shows
llamas pasturing ln the foothills
of the Andes.

"My mother, who is 91 has not
been without The Courier-Gazette
since she came here to live," writes
a Massachusetts ' correspondent,
who says that the aged woman
reads even the "houses to let" ads.
Needless to say, thc subscription
has been entered.

E. H. Crie hands me a copy of the
Opinion published March 2, 1888
Here are a few of the local Items:
The lime business was starting up
briskly—Frank W. Brown went to
Waterville to be foreman ln the
Democrat office—Officers of the
Young Men's Republican Club were
Charles D. Jones, James Dono
hue, R. H. Burnham and E. K.
Oould (no Spring chickens the
Opinion said)—W R. Thomas, clerk
ln McLain's shoe store, went to
Omaha. Neb. to work—Hollis Kil
patrick and Richard Rankin, kllnbullders, went to Rockland. Calif.,
to erect some kilns for the Rock
land Lime & Lumber Co.—William
S. White was nominated for mayor,
defeating John Lovejoy, D. H. In
graham and O. J. Conknt.

Black cats are coming from all
directions since this paper offered
a year's subscription for a picture
of the prettiest one. The black an
The Red Cross flag on Main
gora brought in yesterday by
Charles M Cook, novelty dealer, street flies night and day, rain or
certainly was a novelty, looking hu shine. And the Red Cross Is al
ways on the job.
man enough to be alive.
Mrs. Alice Hall of Appleton has
a cook book published in 1866. "The
rules are very simple," she writes.
"They used no milk, eggs or spice,"
Yes, Mrs. Hall, we will be very
glad to have a look at lt.

When motion pictures first made
their appearance in Rockland lt
was the custom of many patrons
to read aloud the subtitles, and
what was true of Rockland was of
course true with any community
It seems a far cry back to those
untutored days, and the days when
the audiences Joined in the singing
of ’’illustrated" songs.

One year ago: Benefit entertain
ments were being held for the
families of the fishermen lost on
the scallop dragger Madeline St
Flora—Organization of the opera
tives at the Van Baalen-Hellbrun
o.'s factory was about to begin —
Xcitement at The Brook caused
v a small fire ln the basement of
Lesile Cross' cleansing estabshment —iernlcc
Hatch
was
ected president of Anderson

Lemons must be rare In Oreat
Britain at this moment. A resi
dent of Brighton who found himself
In possession of 12 went to a local
bar and distributed the lemons. In
return he got two drinks, a cigar
worth 4 shillings 6 pence '90 cents),
a battery for hls flashlight, and a
pair of long rubber boots.

amn Auxiliary.

DEATH CLAIMS FOY W. BROWN
1

Foy W. Brown of North Haven
prominent In Knox County busi
ness circles and one of the County
Commissioners, died this morning
aboard ship, enroute home from
Cuba and the Canal Zone where
he had been in quest of health and
to see hls son Paul who ls In the
Army at the Canal Zone.
Mr. Brown had apparently been
well on the road to recovery fol
lowing a serious illness of a year
ago and death comes as a severe
shock to a host of friends ln all
corners of the county. Only meagre
details of his passing were avall
able as this paper went to press.
The ship ls expected to reach New
York tonight when funeral arrange
ments will be completed.
Surviving are the mother, Mrs.
J. O. Brown, sisters Vonie and
Doris, the widow, Winona (Mills)
Brown, sons Paul of the Canal
Zone and James of Springfield.
The late Foy W. Brown of North
Mass., and daughters Ivaloo and
Haven, who died aboard ship thia Doris of North Haven.
Obituary necessarily deferred.
morning.

Albion B. Crocker
Death of Tenant’s Harbor
Native Known To Countless Readers As “Boze”

wife, Emma J. Crocker. Funeral
services were held at The Fudge
Funeral Home, Somerville yester
day. Interment was in Mt. Auburn
, cemetery.
Rcad The Courier-OazetU

Albion B Crocker, who had been
in failing health since early Sum
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
mer, died peacefully at hls home
If
I had my life to Uvo again I
70 Porter street, Somerville, Mass.,
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and llaten to some music at
at 10 30 Tuesday night.
least once a week. The loaa of thin
Mr. Crocker, a native of Tenants tastes la a lota ot happlnese —ChariM
Harbor, was for many years a Darwin
contributor to The Courier-Gazette j
A GOLD STAR MARTYR'S
under the name of "Boze"; and
CHRISTMAS
had enjoyed correspondence with
How can I be content today—
When he Oort ot Winter hides away
many of that paper's readers In
Thc ravishing beauty, painted by tho
Maine, Florida, and other parts of
Summer aun?
the country. He had been unable, j The mountains valleys, forest trees.
Stand mute and stern ln chilling
on account of illness, to write his ;
breeze.
Interesting letters for some time, j Welded In sheeted ermine, of cryital
texture spun.
Mr. Crocker had lived In Massa- !
Flowery dells, ln ley-mantled glaze.
chusetts since young manhood, but
Ornate as sparkling Idocrase.
Fling
thelr pallid splendor over tho
never lost interest ln hls native
glassy plain
State. He retired about 10 years
But softening rains, from regions
warm,
ago.
Will soon dispel this gelid charm
He was Past Master of Joseph And
the robins wlll bring back my
Donald again.
Warren Lodge, F.A M., and was
for 22 years Secretary of The First j Long years ago he crossed the sea
promised hed come back to mo
Worshipful Masters Association of InAnd
the Spring, when the robins were
mating again.
Massachusetts.
While the roblna kept on mating.
The deceased Ls survived by hls
Manv sprlng-tlmee I’ve been wait

FISH CHOWDER
BENEFIT DINNER, Il to 1 o’clock
TUESDAY. DECEMBER 17
I. O. O. F. IIALL, ROCKLAND
Fancy Work Sale in Afternoon
Auspices Miriam Rebekah Lodge
149-150

ing,
Listening for the echo of hls foot
fall down the lane.
Fly on, you Winter days, go long.
So I can hear the robin's song Its voice may bring a message from
some far-distant shore.
So. while the roblna oome and mate,
I must go on. and wait and wait.
Yes, I must wait until my heart caa
wait no more.
-Thomas Doudlkro

TheTHREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Courier-Gazette

Evepy-Olher-Uay
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The Grade Schools

Remember That “Rube Ball” In The Arcade?

At Our Post Office

I’ll Not Forget

Postmaster James Connellan an
nounces the following schedule ef- |
Iree Member Has a Rival
Rejoice not against me, O mine
fective at the Post Office beginning
Who
Tells of Belfast
enemy: when I fall, I shall arise:
I Monday, Dec. 16th.
Beginning
Band
Celebration
when I sit in darkness, the Lord
Wednesday, Dec. 18. stamp win- j
shall be a light unto me.—-Micah
dows
will
remain
open
until
7
p.
m.
j
The Third Grade at McLain
As a guest and very interested
7: 8.
or later, if necessary to accommo
School entertained mothers and date patrorfs cf the office. Three listener I had the great pleasure of
friends with a Christmas program window clerks will be on duty at hearing some 75 or 83 musicians
Thursday
afternoon.
Thomas all times. On Sunday Dec. 22d, Wednesday night, who had gath
(By K. S. F.)
Browne disguised as Santa Claus stamp window will be open from ered to help the Belfast Band cele
brate its 50th anniversary.
announced the following numbers: 12 tn. until 1.45 p. m.
Under the skilful leadership of
On Christmas Day there will be
Play, "Ruidy's Christmas,'’ with
“With Love and Irony,’’ author
Harold Kelly, the program opened
no
delivery
of
mail,
except
gift
i
this
oast
—
Paddy
Bear.
Bradford
Lin Yutang, published by Tlie John
Sleeper; Father Bear, Howard parcels, perishables and Special with a stirring march and for two
Day Company, New York
Crozier;
Mother Bear,
Claire Delivery mail. Mails will be re and one-half hours followed over
These chapters are like delis'!- 1
Brickley;
Uncle
Bear.
Keith ceived and despatched as usual. tures and marches played and di
essays and written in the same • 1
Danieft; Aunt Bear. Averie Eaton; Money order. General Delivery and rected as only those men with their
experience can. Director
song. “Jolly, Jolly Santa Clause," stamp window’s will be closed all i •'_ears
and spirit as in "The Iniow’"” a
Rockland Band d1'
class; "O Little Town of Bethle day. Co.ridor will remain open I
of Living." The wise and rrc“rv
pected a number as did other difrom
5
a.
m.
until
830
p.
m.
hem."
Evelyn
Pendleton
and
Greta
i
philosopher offers here more the • ' B1a,ngor' Waterville a"d
Lundin; poem. "The Reason," Eric j The Postmaster also wishes to
of the world and its people, F >
alne
les
Lind; "Jingle Bells." the boys; : call the attention of the patrons °
and West, with telling and charm
h'rehMrsal k
k'
song. "My iDolly,” Joan Rackliffe ! ol the office to the additional let- |
ing illustrations by Kurt Wiese. In
f
. serve
y le
Pearl S. Buck's introduction savs
and Frances Ross; "Why Do Bells ter slips Installed at the office. Or.e
, , „
,
. .. ,i wives of the bandsmen, amid much
when in China there began to ap
for Christmas Ring?", class; ac is for Special Delivery and Air Mail heer,
and slnging after h[ ,
pear in a Chinese magazine articles
lheatre whefe vau_
cordion solo, "Silent Night." Neil «Uy; the other or lora mall only. they went t0
in English called by the writer "The
Fogg, with vocal solo by Dawn
adAlUf"al „lett",SlipS I‘“’Vine and pictures were in order.
Little Critic." signed by Lin Yutang
Low; exercise, nine girls; “Winds | will greatly expedite the delivery
Director Kelly's ears must still
of whom until then I had never
Thru the Olive Trees," Donna cf all mail during the holiday sea- be ringing with the many words of
heard He was fearless with his
Gardner; poem. "Kitty's Present.' son. It will be greatly apprecia- praise that were heard on all sides
humor and wit and tliat probably
Joanne Chisholm; "Away in A attd if the public will make use of for an evening of such rare
saved him. but readers began to ask
Manger," class.
these additional letter slips and pleasure.
who is this Lin Yutang? And many
These In this class who have if, when depositirg a number of
And now once again comes the
readers of many countries have
been neither absent nor tardy for letters or cards there, or in Street thought—do you Rockland folks
adted the same question since. The
this term are: Jacqueline Orispi, Collection Boxes, they will face fully realize how very lucky the city
gentle reader will And much to in
Mary Libby, Eric Lind. Joan Rack them wlih the stamps inthe up- is to have such a splendid band
trigue and much to digest seriously
liffe. Frances Ross. Janice Stanley. per right-hand corner and tie them with its group of men any city
in the materials he lias chosen for
Patricia WhitehiU. Keith Daniels in bundles or with elastic bands may well be proud of? And when
this volume.
and Howard Crozier have not been around them.
the time for their concert comes
Our eyes are opened and our ideas
absent.
Please mail all Christmas mail as it does each year let's get behind
are changed as we read these many
• • • •
as early as possible. This will in- them and boost it all we can. hopsketches and essays from birds in
The Fourth Grade presented a sure its delivery in ample time mg that next Summer will see
cages to nudism in America, from
Christinas program before many for Christmas.
them with a bandstand in which
funeral notices to the lost man
parents and friends Thursday aft
Corridors are open dally, except to play their concerts featuring
darin. Then there is the chapter on
ernoon. It avaa in the form of Sunday, from 5 a. m. until 8.30 p guest artists like the ones so manv
Basic English and Pidgin, and that
a radio broadcast. Marie Stewart m. On Sunday, from 10 a m. un Rocklandites enjoy on Sunday
life is worth living for its own sake
150-154 afternoons through the Summer at
was the announcer. The program til 2 p ill
at least. Read and enjoy Lin Yu
Belfast City Park
follows: Song. "Away In A Man
tang, in a charming binding, by the
Were you in the front row Iree
ger,"
group
of
girls;
poem,
John Day Company.
1 Member?
You 11 have to guess the names. We’re not tellin'.
Naughty Little Mouse," Lena
Here's hoping they have many
Hayes; poem. "Christmas,’’ Mar
street—and
I squatted
the old
they were
team, oak
luxuriant
whiskers
to tlie
white j Multi
Minimum Wage
machine attodav
andletter
the rnakfirst !They
were ahasmart
PPler wpulling
hen working
goad-stick
he "wah
hooshed"
crowd followed
the the
band way
into ttie jorie Leeman; song. "First Noel,"
, anniversaries more to celebrate as
Teams
From
Fairfield
the
I the years roll by.
-------‘
(I think we all are) and about as them along with
| old Arcade was something to re- boys and girls; poem. "Scaring
Take
Our
Boys
and
Girls
"I'll-Not-Forget"
Santa."
Walter
Dyer;
poem.
"At
NOW COVerS Only Women
1
ttas t0 Chuckle. Whi soon
they got one jjob
ob done they
Bert
J .,^.^1
;c i j member
Bert wrote
wrote aa lot
lot Oof
special mus
music
member Bert had worked the
Into
Camp
Christmastime,"
Marian
Tracy
Workina In Fish Plants_ Wel1- llstensister-in-law,became" restless until given another
(?) for the ride and when the pa- buttons off his vest writing new
Genius l.s simply the art of coand Barbara Goldsmith; poem,
O
D
monrtotinne
Dora, med to crowd so many tin, lead to ppll.
rade started tlie streets were WI
for tlie lull band to play lor
Rockland High School basketball ’ ing little things In a big way.
"Christmas
Bells."
Annie
Wood
SOmC neCOmmenOailOnS dishes under the kitchen sink cup- 1 At the time of this Rube ball af- lined with Rocklandites whose U
and when the ball started
teams lost Last night to Lawrence
------------------„ .
board that the minute the door fair I think Bert Farnham was laughing, hand clapping and "rib- with a "Grand March and Circle' and Charles Wood; song. "Silent High School of Fairfield, the boys'
Lake Mead, which came into beNight."
group
of
girls;
song.
The need to pass a . a
1 W£Li Opene(j yie dishes started run- leader. Bob Milburn, manager and bing" encouraged the hayrack'the big Jico^ was jammed full of
score ending 29 to 22. and the gi
ruction of Boulmum-wage law to guarar. ee a .
nlng out
over the
treasurer. Doc Rlchan assistant looters to renewed Rube antics and dancers and the balcony was filled "Winds Through the Olive Trees," game 30 to 17.
<ler Dam. Is the largest man-made
In
the
Ing wage to l.s wor ers
e ,
mind is just like that old sink leader, Charlie Robinson, librarian, tune tooting. That pair of bovlnes with spectators. Rube ball? Boy. boys and girls.
Tne boys from ! airfield set a fast body o! water in existence.
trades and service industries not cupboard—it is so full of memories One Sunday afternoon, at rehear- hauled that crazy, rootin' tootin', I'll rise In my stirrups and tell the
The play. "The Christinas Fairy
pace
lor the local ham and ,ed
------------------covered by the Federal Fair Labor
wben j Open the door such a sal. Bert noticed that the boys were band all over town and a crowd ' world it was!
and Scrooge" was acted by the
in scoring in each quarter, tat 1 Tlle first agricultural experiment
Standards Act, was stressed by ______
_________
_ chased
__
____ __
__
Sure, the band made money. following: Scrooge. Richard Mc never by too great a margin Tne -'taticn In the United States was esmess of_________
incidents____
run___________
out that I______
champing
their____
bit____
and_______
snorting
them
all the
way ___
and
Miss Louise Stitt of the Women s gra(j a memory
t)le necfc hang ! considerable and brought up the back.
Bands have to have uniforms and Intosh; Fairy, Marilyn Dudley; score at the end of the first ! tablished at Middletown. Conn., in
Bureau, tf. S. Department of Labor
on my ear ftn(j frantjcany shove question of doing something to reOne of the features of that pa- music—and a lot of other things nephew. Jean LeOloehec; Bob
Miss Stitt based her talk on a re the rest of the pile back In and lieve the tension and the idea was rade is worthy of especial mention. I including hall rent. They man they Cratchlt. Richard Rackliff; Mrs 1 period was 8 to 4. at the half 13 1875
port Just published by the Women's slam the door as quickly as possible, eagerly tossed about until Rube Carl Ross, little son of Les Ross now call the Roving Reporter was Cratchlt. El.zabeth Crozier; the 1 to 10, and in the third quarter 7227
Bureau on the findings of its re My. my, what a clutter!
Ball entered. He was greeted cor- who lived near the Old County | on hand and took notes of every- Cratchlt children— Martha. Betty i Lawrence spurted ahead 21 to 11.
cent survey of employment in the
That is just what happened to- dially and was soon the center of road head cf Middle street, had a ' thing and we were always assured Pendleton; Belinda, Annie Wood; I Capt. Lawry and Peters were out
Maine service and trade Indus day, I opened the dcor and out attraction A committee was ap- trained goat and had him hitched i a good writeup when lie was on Peter, Henry Sleeper;
Fanny, standing on the visiting team,
tries. The survey was requested by came a truck load. I grabbed tlie pointed and the old band wagon to a gaily painted little cart Little j the job—and when wasn't he on Joann Edwards: Dick. Donald Rob Cates and McConchie playing a
great game for the home team.
the State Commissioner of Labor memory that lay on top of the started squeaking its way along the Ben Farnham rode in tlie cart and the Job? Always on hand, always bins; Tiny Tim, Malcolm Libby.
and Industry and the League ol pile, shoved the rest back andhighway of Band Land.
Carl walked and drove the team, looting for the band! What wonThese children have not been ' In a preliminary game, Rock
Women Voters of Maine.
looked to see what I had drawn in ,The committee (Bob, Doc and
Ben was small and wore a .set of der tliat his friends are legion and absent this first term; Gerald t land Jayvees defeated the Com
As the Maine minimum-wage the memory lottery.
Bert) pooled their ideas, each one false whiskers that made him lock that a very warm spot is reserved Brewster. Carolyn Chisholm. Eliza munity Trojans' second team 14
law passed in 1939 covers only wo
Of all things—a "Rube ball!' No. took over a certain part of the work like a ninety-year-old man:. He1 fcr him in the heart of every band beth Crozier. Joann Edwards. Mel- I to 13.
men and minors in fish-packing not an eye ball, nor a baseball, just as his pet job and here is what held a small clay pipe (new, of ’.an in eastern Maine?
vln Lunt. Richard McIntosh, Betty I The scores;
plahts, Miss Stitt endorsed the a dance bail the Rockland Military'
developed.
course > between his teeth and the
I hope that those memories will Pendleton, Richard Rackliff. Don Lawrence (291
G.
f. Pts.
policy of broader occupational Band sponsored three or four decF
Bcb and Doc hired the Arcade placard which graced the goat out- be enjoyed by Courier-Gazette ald Robbins. Henry Sleeper. Marian
Hamlin. If ______ 2
15
coverage. If the Maine;, legisla ades ago and if any Rube ball can and engaged a man—I think they fit read “Everybody Works but readers and if so. the credit be- Tracy.
1
i Ealis. If ...... . ......... 0
0
ture finds it possible to pass a be rubier than that one was I will had to go quite a distance up Cam- Father"—a popular song of the day. longs to this friendly visitor in
2
minimum-wage lawapplicable
to buy a ringside seat to see it any den way to get him—to haul theYes, you guessed it—the parade
your homes for giving space to
An excellent Christmas program Smith, rf .............. 2
both men and women. MissStitt time, any place.
band all over town in a hayrack was a big success and. so far as I Iree Member to revive these inci- was presented yesterday In the Donalus, rf .......... 0
1
felt that such a move would be The R.M.B. members were all partly filled with hay, or straw, can learn, unique.
dents.
2
Fifth Grade room at McLain Lawry, c ............. 6
highly commendable, but she workers. Some worked more than was drawn by a large pair of oxen, j That night the band gave a conBe seein ye agin,
0
Building attic. Mrs Nellie Hall, Zeaman, c ............ 0
pointed out that the need for a . orne others but, taken as a whole, |This man was a corker, from his cert—after marching up and down
Iree Member
0
teacher. Numbers were “O. Come j Knights, lg .......... 0
wage law for women is infinitely
—
0
All Ye Faithful." Carol Ann Wol Jellieu, rg ............. o’
No. it is not buried in
greater because of womens low for such a legal safeguard in the same nature, the report re
1
278; Ryder, 269; total. 1406
cott; "O Little Town 'of Bethle Peters, rg .............. 0
the ground, nor hidden in
Grenlew.
lg
..........
l
wages.
0
Old Timers (li—Leach, 244; Mil hem," Greta Nelson. Astrid Hen
Maine. "Tlie facts show that wo veals.
a mattress.
0
She quoted many figures from
ler 251; F. Richardson, 277; Ben drikson; "Silent Night," Glenice j McOlnnls* rg
0
Weeks earnings, according to
men
not
only
are
paid
strikingly
the report proving womens need
ner,
287;
Lawry,
289;
total.
1348
Harrington, Marilyn Spear. Anna
It is money at work
lower wages than men but are em the Maine survey, for a representa
11
29
Lind; "It Came Upon the Mid
earning interest for those
ployed more extensively in such tive week, in the most cases in
night Clear," girls of class; "Hark Rockland (22)
thrifty people who have
Intra-State industries as laundries October 1939, differ considerably
O.
F. Pts.
for
the
sexes.
Where
comparisons
the Herald Angels Sing," boys of
and dry-cleaning plants, depart
saved
it from their earn
THE
LYRIC
MUSE
0
0
class; "While Shepherds Watched,'* Small. If .......
0
ment. apparel, and limited-price are possible for the several In
ings.
By
Bodman.
If
...........
o
1
1
Parker
Mitchell,
John
Belyia,
Her

stores, beauty shops, offices, and dustries men were found to aver
A Z
o
0
RUTH WARD
bert Seaman; “Away In A Man Chaples. rf .......
0
it is money at work
restaurants, and almost as many age from 37 percent more than wo
Butler, rf ............. 2
1
5
ger,"
Madeline
Rubenstein,
Grace
men
in
apparel
shops
to
84
per

making it possible for peo
in hotels.
3 I
1
Fraughton. Myra Oray. Claraise Ellis, rf .................. l
pie to own their own
"Less than 30 cents an hour was cent more in laundries and dryCollins, c .............. 0
cleaning plants.
I R-Cy Mitchell went sky-high Wed- j
0
Belyea;
"We
Three
Kings,"
Paul
0
earned by over half the women for
homes
in Maine.
Most of the women Included nesday night and broke the alley I
3
Halllgan, William Robertson, Rich Cates, lg. c............ 4
11
whom data on hourly earnings
Smith,
lg
..............
o
earned less than the weekly amount j record of 152, rolling 155. He did j
1
1
I
ard Hussey.
It is money at work to
were available,’ Miss Stitt pointed
1
1 I
"The First Noel." Greta Nelson, McConchie, rg .... 0
help the wheels ot indus
out. "Not only is 30 cents the (about $18) disclosed by a recent plenty of work on strikes and j
Publication Limited to Brief
Ruth Bowley; "Christmas Story,"
minimum wage now required by I cost-of-livlng study in Connecti- spares, although on two spares he
Poems
try and business go round.
8
22
Betty Staples; playlet, Mary,
of Original Composition
the Federal law for all industries cut as essential for a single wo ,
His total j
Referees. Brewer and Farrell.
By Subscribers
Diane Cameron; Joseph, Erik Lun
It is money on deposit
engaged in interstate commerce, man to live at a decent American [8°t only two and four,
Lawrence (girls) 3O^Jonassen.
din; "Good King Wenceslas”, Paul
in the savings accounts of
but this amount is the minimum standard. Of the Maine indus
Halligan; page, Emery Mank; If (4); Beaulieu, If (15); L. Julia,
298.885 people in these
for laundries established under tries covered, beauty shops had j happened in a match between
AN OLD YANKEE SPEAKS
commentator. Elizabeth Brewster; rf (11); Campbell, c; B. Julia, c;
State legislation in two other New |
highest week s average for wo- Texaco and Mid-Town, Texaco
thirty-two Mutual Savings
(Por The Courier-Oazette]
England States—Massachusetts, and men, $17.15. The other averages winning four points, hitting a When most ot the world seems gone "Deck the Hall,' Genevieve Malr, Reid, sc; M. Gibson, lg; Hackett,
Banks of Maine.
lg;
Murphy,
rg.
Fiora O'Brien, Madeline RubenRhode Island, Connecticut having fell below $16. the lowest, apart team single of 552 and team total
to pot
And wr.r pours over the dike,
Rockland (17)—Norton, If (7);
stein; "Wind Thru the Olive
a higher minimum 32's cents. New from the public housekeeping field . of 1500.
We must keep our teet as well as our
Rich, rf GO); Hill, c; Barlow, sc;
Trees," class.
heads
Hampshire has set a minimum for (hotels and restaurants), being j The Post Office won four points
And steady ourselves for the hike
Pupils not absent during the Smith, lg; Cucclnello, lg; Melvin,
laundries of 28 cents, but hourly $11.65 for limited-price stores and In a match with the Elks, winning That
will lead us back to better
$11.75
for
laundries
and
dry
clean.
the
total
by
59
pins.
Dard
Rack

TABLE RADIO
things.
fall term were Kenneth Bradley, rg; Wotton, rg; Flanders, rg.
earnings of less than this were re
No matter how rough the road.
Referee. Farrell.
ported for almost half the women ing. Averages in some branches liff had 397, Mike Armata 306, and Or how long It ls, or how high the Elizabeth Brewster, Paul Halllgan,
More radio entertainment and value foi
hills.
Genlce Harrington, Anna Lind,
as against a little over a tenth of of public housekeeping were con- Ralph Dudley 364 and a single of
Or how heavy we feel our load.
your dollar than ever befote! 5 tube in
Bernice Mitchell. Parker Mitchell
the men in Maine laundries and siderably lower. Except for this 121 for the evening's highs. The
For the old U. S. Is a mighty fine Greta Nelson, Richard Senter and
eluding rectifier Motorola Table Model
field, men's averages fell between scores;
dry-cleaning plants.
place.
Texaco (4)—E. Cook, 288; A. Mcwith big radio features. Powerful electre
AndroM*<>KKln
County
Savings
Though some of us kick and com Marilyn Spear.
In other Ir.tra-State industries, $20 and $22.
Bank. l4*ulst<»n
plain.
The study- makes it clear that Loon, 269; Chaples, 301; J. Mcdynamic speaker for rich reproduction
As a treat for the last day of
Auburn Savings Hank
the report shows the following
Were free men here and we've got
Augusta Savings Bank
wage law as Loon,296; Mitchell, 345; total, 1500.
a flag
Self-contained "Aero-Vane" Loop An
school before vacation, candy, corn
proportions receiving less than 28 the State minimum
That beers no dishonest stain.
Mid-Town (1) — Daniels, 301;
Bangur Savings Rank
balls,
and
oranges
were
enjoyed
by
lenna with outside Aerial Connection.
cents: Limited price stores. 90 per recommended would benefit those
But we musn't git too satisfied.
Hath Savings Institution
And think that the pirate crew
the children.
Encased in streamlined Grown Plastic
cent of the women and 21 per Maine employers who pay lair AIlen- 261; Beaulieu, 261; Gat- That
Bethel Savings Hank
s got so much of the world in
wages,
by
protecting
them
against
combe,
306;
GBleeper,
287;
total,
Hlddeford Savings Hank
cent of the men; department
chains
Cabinet designed by famous stylists.
Brewer Savings Hank
1415.
their
undercutting
competitors
in
Ain t ltchln- to grab us. too.
Brunswick Savings Institution
stores,
30
percent
of
the
women
Priced exceptionally low on terms.
I
mend the wall before it's too
and 11 percent of the men. Earn the State. A fact also stressed is ; Post °®ce *4)—Dudley, 304; Mc- Let's late.
Eastport Savings Bank
that conditions similar to those j ^j'ee' 26®’,.5hatt0' 28f'; D pcrry,
SCC IT... HEAR IT... TODAY I
ings in hotels and restaurants are
And lay out our powder and ball.
"Youth Will Be Served," starring
Krnnklln
County
Savings Rank,
Rackliff, 307; total, 1465
To all foreign Isms let's give the gate
BEGINNING
t’armington and Phillips
low, and because of wage supple that caused certain fish canneries I
Jane Withers, and "Wagon Train,"
And show were Americans, all.
to seek minimum wage legislation!
* ?~Black' 271 • Armata'
ments in the form of meals, etc.,
Lets post this warin' before their
starring Tim Holt, will be shown
Gardiner Savings Institution
285’ WU"
eyes
Gorham Savings Bank
are not comparable with data from exist with equal seriousness
for the last times today. This
liams,
287;
total,
1406
In
letters
about
a
mile
tall:
other industries. '“There is no
other industries.
“
We
ain't
lookin'
for
light
but
you'll
Houlton Savings Bank
double feature program is aided by
In the National league, the Ki
lind us home
The discrepancy between men’s foundation for the fear that mak wanis team took Coca Cola lor
"Terry and the Pirates” and news
HOUSE-SHERMAN'
Krnneher Savings Bank, Augusta
Whenever you're ready to call "
lowpaying employers raise
. . _
Kennebunk Savings Bank
and wemen's wages found in the ing
of the day. "Youth Will Be Served"
INC.
Fred Green
wages to the level of the better
P?.1„n1ta<?,Urfday„1??h^J?._°,n
Maine
survey
of
443
establish

brings Jane as the Georgia "cracker"
Machias Savings Rank
M MM
the total just 1C pins. Kiwanis
442 Main St., Tel. 721
Maine Savings Hank. Portland
ments, in 33 cities and towns, em employers will cause displacement won the first string by 13 pins,
whose pappy was put in prison by
CHRISTMAS PRAYER
Rockland, Me.
Mechanics Savings Bank, Auburn
PULL LINE OP
(For The Courier-Gazette ]
ploying about 46C0 women, and of women by men," it was pointed lost the second by 20, and won the
the “revenooers" and Jane along
Norway Savings Hank
2000 men is similar to that re out.
with Joe Brown. Jr., her sweetheart TOYS
glad as Bethlehem shepherds
SHOE SKATES
third by 23. Lawrence Miller's 290 Ixird, would
we
be.
Penobscot Savings Bank, Bangor
The
Maine
law
regulating
wo

vealed in other State studies of
was high total, and his 107 was Our hearts as open as the manger of "High School Days" set out to
Peoplen Savings Bank, I -ew 1st on
DISHES CLOCKS
men's hours of work to 9 a day top single.
riscataqulfl Saving!* Bank, Moverwas to Thee,
break pappy out of jail. Jane ls SKIS
Foxcroft
Our
souls
Inspired
by
the
heavenly
and 54 a week, ls a long schedule
sidetracked by lovable Jane Dar- TREE LIGHTS
Portland Savings Bank
Armour's rode the crest and won
BULBS
throng.
according to present day standards, lour points lrom Old Timers, a Our lives Illumined by the angels
weil and joins a youth camp.
Rockland Savings Rank
song.
the report states. The Federal margin of 58 pins cn the total. The
The fun ends in song and dances
Allison M Watts
Sam
A Biddeford Savings Institu
wage-hour law prohibits employ Old Timers took the first string by
Jamaica. Vt.
by Jane and her pickaninny friends.
tion, Sam
ment beyond 40 hours without pay 21 pins, but last tlie next two by
Sanford Institution for Savings
Hardware and Sporting Goods
“Wagon Train" is a story of the
Skowhrgan Savings Bank
Use of artificial Christmas trees brave fight put up by the pioneers. }328 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME j
ment of time and a half for extra 79. Frank Thomas had 2S9 lor
South Paris Savings Bank
TO HELP BUILD—BUY
hours. Approximately half the high total and 122 for high single from Germany has ceased in Aus^ It depicts the struggles of a "Wagon
Waterville Savings Rank
tralia.
9)k»
States have a legal weekly maxi The scores:
Train" and the men and women M)k>i9)3i>)ft9s>)%at>i3(X9i9)
MODERNIZE—REFINANCE
York County Savings Bank, Bidde
mum for women of 48 hours cr
who helped settle this country.
Kiwanis (4)—Scarlott. 264; Flan
ford
less. Several of the Maine in agan. 271; Miller, 290; Barnard,
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
A stage show put on by C.CC.
TYPEWRITERS
dustries showed large proportions 274; Brackett, 289; total, 1388.
boys and an $80 award fill out the
298,885 Depositors
All Makes—Sales—Rentals
Have More Than
of women working in excess of 48
bUl.
Coca Cola (1)—Gregory, 272;
1130,000,000.00
ROCKLAND
hours during the pay-roll week Grover, 287; Taylor, 255; Mitchell,
TYPEWRITER CO.
On Savings Accounts
71
Park
Street
studied.
Farmers
of
Japan
have
been
or

284;
Olidden,
274;
total,
1372.
ROCKLAND, ME.
18 SCHOOL STREET,
In The Above
Tel. Z97-W
dered by the government to sell
Armour's (4) — Jameson, 274;
Mutual Savings Banka
120Stf
Free Typing Course
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette Thomas, 299; Jackson, 286; Brown,
their wheat and bariey.

Entertain Parents and
Friends With Fine
Christmas Programs

Book Review

Basketball Battles

$130,070,980.72

Saved

Bv Maine
People
and Deposited
in a
Safe Place

The Community

A BtntB RAO/0

FOR tf*5

Bowling
League

lit

NEW1941

Mofacfa

Comique Theatre

WEDNESDAY,
DEC. 18
SUNTIL CHRISTMAS

ONLY $9.95

H. H. CRIE & CO.

MONEY FOR HOMES

Rockland Loan & Building Association

H. H. CRIE & CO.
WILL BE OPEN
EVENINGS

mar-aos
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

About Limecasks

A Wide-Awake Sleeper Entertains

A AA AA A A
Dec. 20—Warren Radio Round Up
Revue at Glover hall
Dec. 21—Caniden Benefit Christmas
party at Opera House by Doris Heald
School of Dancing.
Dec. 25~Chrlstmas Dav

The Weather
Sitting practically In our shirt
sleeves yesterday noon we listened
rather indulgently when the radio
announcer said that a cold wave
would strike us by midnight. Radio
announcers are sometimes wrong
—frequently cn pronunciation—but
yesterday they were dead right for
most of us awoke shivering to find
the temperature hovering slightly
above the zero mark and an un
compromising
northwest
wind
promising a continuance of the
frigidity. Most of the snow has
disappeared and motor tires can
travel dryshod about everywhere.
Christmas cards flood the mails,
serving as a reminder that the
world's best known holiday ls only
11 days. off. Shaw purly.

Henry Slpcper, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Jr., of Talbot avenue, celebrated his tenth birthdxy
Wednesday afternoon by entertaining a group of young friends in the afternoon. Front row, left to right:
Henry Sleeper the host, Bradford Sleeper, Richard Senter, John LaGlochee, William Pease. William Wood.
Second row: Bruce Stratton, Allan LaGlochee, Richard McIntosh, Sherwin Forbus, Richard Rackliffe, Wayne
Drinkwater, Robert McIntosh, Gerald Brewster, Mark Holt.
—Photo by Cullen.

Elmer Joyce was fined $10 and
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will have Tl
Plv;n<r Cnntn
costs in Municipal Court Thursday a joke Christmas tree for young | * **“ rlying Ddllld
for falling to stop at the first in and old, at the meeting Tuesday
spection station with his game; night.
“Cap’n Bill” Will Be
both suspended.
Replaced This Season
The monthly supper of the Chapin
By Edward Rowe Snow
Tlie Rockland Band, and Belfast Class will be held Tuesday eve
Richard Knowlton left yesterday
Of
Winthrop
ning
with
Mrs.
Delilah
Cunning

musician guests, will have a rehear
for Palm Beuch, Fla., where he
sal Bunday afternoon at the Ameri ham as chairman
Edward Rowe Snow. Winthrop
will be employed for the fifth sea
can Legion hall. Supper at 5 and
of! school teacher and authority on
son at ’Tlie Breakers.” He will
A
special
communication
theatre party in tlie evening
spend the weekend 1n New Pork.
Rockland Lodge. F.A.M.. will be held l^e islands in Boston Harbor, w ill
Arthur Flanagan has also goue to
at the hall of Knox Lodge in South | &e {he "aerial Santa this year to
Community Pood Pair continues Thomaston Tuesday night. This lighthouse keepers and Coast
Palm Beach for the Winter.
to gain momentum with each pass will be Past Masters' Night and Ouard stations along New England
ing day. The cooked food booth Harry L. Richards will act as coast.
A WELCOME GIFT
will be handled by the Legion Aux worthy master. Tlie work will be in
Mr- Rowe, who plans to take.off
The stores of Rockland offer
iliary under chairmanship of M’s the Master Mason degree. Supper froln Boston Airport Sunday. Dec.
almost anything anybody might
Mary Dinsmore and the Sea Scolds will be at 6 30.
on tlie first of several flights.
want to buy tor a Christmas
have volunteered to take ca'*. of
_____
, replaces Capt. "Bill'’ Wincipaw of
present, but there's always an
t le i heck room.
Strand features the coming week: Winthrop, who inaugurated the
easy solution if you are puzzled.
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday., aerial visits a decade ago. Captain
The Courier-Gazette can be sent
The local draft board has sent "Escape," with Norma Shearer and Wincapaw is now engaged in
into any place in the United
out 500 questionnaires, and regis Robert Taylor; Wednesday and ferrying ’ gold by air out of the
States three times a week for $3.
trants in most cases have been Thursday, ''Hullabaloo," with Billie interior of Bolivia and across its
and we do ttle mailing. The re
prompt
in returning them. But in Burke and Prank Morgan; Friday mountain ranges.
cipient will be grateful to the
some cases, a registrant has left and Saturday, Charles Laughton
Mr. Rowe said that this year
sender 156 times a year.
town without leaving a forwarding and Carole Lombard in "They Knew his several flights, necessary to
address, and delivery cf the ques What They Wanted "
\ canvass 150 lighthouses and staThe Oirl Scouts cf Troops 2 and tionnaire Is delayed. All regis
------, tions from Connecticut to Maine.
3 met Monday, and formed a Serv-' trants are warned that they must
Ruth Mayhew Tent will hold an would include the harbor forts of
ice Club. Tlie meeting was called notify the draft board of change apron sale and beano party Mon- Boston where a number of soldiers
to order by Miss Faith Long, first of address, especially if leaving day afternoon In G A R hall. Maud are In training under the National
vice president, and Miss Janet town. There will be no more ques- Cables will have charge of aprons. Defense program. The packages
Smith gave a short report on the tionnalres sent out until after the Florence Rogers and Lina Carroll | dropped from the air contain
duties of service members. Capt. first of the year Knox County's the beano Supper at 6 o’clock, with reading matter and confections,
Fannye Trask gave suggestions as quota for December has not been AUie Blackington and Susie Karl co- which are donated. — Christian
to what troep members could do offlcially stated, but is expected chairmen, will be followed by the Science Monitor.
for the needy at Christmas.
to be between five and nine. The meeting when a Christmas tree
total quota for this county was i grid exchange of gifts will be enRockland Encampment I.OO.F.
Prevalent colds cut Into tne at originally 300 being lowered by the joyed Members are reminded' of will hold a special business meet
tendance at yesterdays Rotary two National Guard units so that the Christmas box for a member, ing Monday night.
meeting, among the absentees for from December to June only 26 will and pians for installation will be
that reason being the president. be called.
made. Beano in the afternoon, and , Give magazines for Christmas,
Joseph E. Blaisdell; Rev. Dr. John
refreshments will be served in the, Special prices when two of the
BORN
Smith Lowe and Dr Walter Con
evening.
I same magazine are ordered. Readley. Vice President McAlary pre
White At Thomas Maternity Home.
-------ers Digest, Esquire, Vogue, any
Dec 13. to Mr and Mrs
sided. and the song service was di ! Rockland.
At the Sea Scout meeting Wednes- i magazine published. Send or phone
Oeorge T White ol Vinalhaven. a
rected by Homer E. Robinson, Ray daughter- Minnie Ann
day night, the Scouts were prlvl-1 fcr prl:;e llgt
E Harden
At Knox Hospital. Dee 11. to
mond Eaton, Supt. Cumming and MrStarrand Mrs Mathew Starr of Rock leged to have John Pomeroy, chief >The Magazjne Man •• Rockland.
Supt Charles E. Lord. Kennedy ville. a son Donald Eugene
electrician of the Cement Plant, as -pc] 35. w —adv
Crane, dry goods merchant was
speaker. After his talk there was; -.
.
DIED
inducted into membership, with exan extended question period when
President E. L. Brown conducting
bn enroute to New j he answered a great variation of'
Brown Aboard ship
Dec. 14. Foy W Brown ot North questions. This talk proved so in- j
the ceremonial. The regular pro York.
Haven, aged SO years
Bv Edwin Libbv Relief Corps
Johnson At Damariscotta. Dec 14.1 teresting to the boys that it is
gram was omitted and the follow
Edward O Johnson, formerly of 1 Wal- 1 .___ .
ing brief talks were given; Rotary t! doboro,
THURSDAY. DEC. 19
aged 83 years, li mcntna, 15 ) planned to hate Mr. Pomeroy again
Information, Louis A. Walker; flays Funeral and interment at in the near future. New mobolizaBaked
Bean Supper, 25c
1 Brocton. Mass Friends wishing to see
.
_ . „ .
Student Loan, Homer E. Robinson; Mr Johnson call at Flanders funeral tion cards were issued to Roland with (OLD MEATS AND SALADS
Classification. Edward C. Payson. residence, Waldoboro Sunday after- ' Hayes and Henry’ Moorlan and a Sea
150-151
The visiting Rotarians were Harold DTummings—At Cushing. Dec. 13 Scout application blank was issued
Boardman, Bangor; Arthur Gibb, Mrs. Lizzie P. Cummings, aged
! to 2d Class Scout Thurston. 15. Mr.
years
Funeral services at 2 o'clock
Ithaca. N. Y„ and Charles E. Lord from the Davis chapel at Thomaston. Pomeroy also Instructed the boys in
and Pearl G. Willey. Camden. The Services and interment at Leominster. the proper method of coming aboard
Mass 011 Tuesday
annual Christmas dinner for chil
Spahiding At Rockland. Dec. 12. ship, military style.
Clara
O Spaulding, aged 90 years, 5
dren will be held next Friday.
months. 19 days. Funeral Sunday at
The Sea Sccuts held a combined
2 o'clock from Burpee's funeral home .
Prock -At Waldoboro. De? 13. Ernest mobilization test call and party
UNION NOTICE
L. Prock. aged 70 years. Funeral Sun
Notice to members of U.C.L. & G. day at 130 p m from the Wai’2 fu Thursday night. The boys were noti
neral home. Rev O. O Barnard offi fied to report in full uniform by th?
Workers International. Local No. ciating.
Interment In Winslow's Mills.
new call system. Upon arriving at
35.
AT THE
IN MEMORIAM
Sea Scout headquarters they found,
There will be a supper at K. of
P Hall Thomaston, Tuesday, Dec.
In loving memory of Lyman Fcgler to their surprise, that there was to
who passed away Dec. 15. be a party instead of the routine.
17 at 6 30 Meeting for election of Merrifield
1935.
Under the able supervision of Kay
officers will follow.
Five years ago'you left us.
And the parting brought such pain Weed, the ladies had already ar
William Valenta,
That we wait for the great tomorrow.
rived. For entertainment there was
Recording Secretary.
When we shall meet you again.
Wife, Maud D Merrifield; daugh dancing and games. Tlie program
149-150
ter. Mildred E Merrifield.
consisted of colored slides shown by
Mate Perry. Relreshments, served
Beano at the Elks every Friday
CARD OF THANKS
by the chaperones, were varied and
night
129-tf
We wish to thank the Thomaston
and Warren Fire Department and our delicious. The party was planned
and friend* for their kind as a going-away party for Guido
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for neighbors
ness and services during the recent
Fiore, an able and willing member Carefullv Marte; Colored Cones;
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for fire at our home.
Good Size. Suitable for Doors,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Walter
Bucklin
of this ship, who is moving to New! Windows or Cemeteries.
Dresses. Complete stocks always
South Warren.
York this month. Those attending
on hand. New merchandise coming
in every day at moderate prices.
D.U.V. Beano at GA R. hall were: Lucille Stanley, Carol Hall,
See them today. Odd Fellows Block, Monday P. M. ,Door prize, poin Dorothy Trask. Eleanor Tracy.
Pauline Spear. Bertha Coombs, Mar
School street. Rockland.
107-tf settia plant.—adv.
gery Mills,, Dorothy Dimick. Kay i
OAKLAND PARK
Make your own warplane models 1 Weed. Josephine Buckminster, Lou-i OPPOSITE
TEL. 256-14, ROCKLAND
—Get the cutout model, In colors, I ise Veazie, Virginia Foster. Douglas
of the famous Curtiss Hawk Planes Cooper, Richard Spear, Miles Saw
—In the big Comic Section with yer, Charles Weed, Guido Fiore. Ro
the Dec. 15 Boston Sunday Adver land Hayes. Milton Robarts, Robert
EVERY SATURDAY NITE tiser.
Smalley, Dudley Harvey. Joe AnasA new model each week.
At
150 It tasio, David Newcomb. Anson Olds.
John Perry. James Thomas, and
GLEN COVE
Don't forget to order that Helen Henry Moorlan. Chaperones for tlie
were: Skipper Oscar
C. English plum pudding from the occasion
Music By
Wishman, Miss Barbara Batchelder
What
Not
Shop
—
going
fast.
—
adv.
II your lirsl name ii one ol the
HAL S RHYTHMAIRES
of Thomaston. Mr. and Mrs. John
hundred moil popular feminine
W Trott. and Mrs. Edward Cross.
drat namos on our list, you are for
Admission 35c and I5c, plus tax

Philip M York of the White
Head Coast Guard station received
painful burns about the face and
neck this morning when the motor
of a small boat backfired.

Rockland. Dec. 12.
Editor of Tire Courier-Gazette:—
Having been Interested in the
mc.klr.g of limecasks for many
years, I took especial note of what
Henry H. Payson said about more
limecasks being wheeled from
Union than any other five towns.
I will add that many thousands
were wheeled there from five
towns,
namely — Washington.
Somerville, Palermo, China and
Windsor.
There were four burers there—
Capt. Burgess Dunton. Elias Bur
“God the Preserver of Man" is kett. and the Fossett brothers, Jim
the subject of the lesson-sermon and George.
The writer has
that will be read in all Churches at hauled many there with horses and
Christ, Scientist, throughout the oxen. I used to sell to the Fos
world on Dec. 15. The Golden Text setts, as they had a store where
Is: "The Lord giveth wisdom: out we ate dinner. The menu was;
of his mouth cometh knowledge Five cents' worth of cheese, eat
and understanding ... He keepeth
out of the cracker barrel and
the paths cf judgment, and predrink cold water. When we gave
serveth the way of his saints"
tn how many we ate. Jim would
(Proverbs 2: 6. 8). The citations
call us all liars and take our count.
from the Bible Include the following
The Fossetts had two teams, four
passages: The Lord ls the portion of i
mine inheritance and of my cup; 1 and two-horse, to haul casks to
Rockland. They paid within two
thou maintainest my lot" (Psalms
cents of the Rockland price and
10.5.)
150 to a load, amount to $3 for
man and four horses for a day s
“Christ - Centered Personalities”
work.
will be the sermon subject of Dr.
I liave some figures taken from
Guy Wilson at the Methodist
an old check book and It shows
Church tomorrow morning. At 7
that from Sept. 19 to Sept. 30. 1881.
p. m. his theme will be, "It Is Blessed
To Give.” The Men’s and Baraca George Fossett hauled 2486 lime
Classes meet at 939 a. nt. and the casks into Rockland and probably
Sunday Schcol at noon. Young Peo- the other dealers about tlie same.
, pie's meeting comes at 6 o’clock The None of them was made In Union.
midweek service is at 7 o’clock, Cooperage has become a lost art,
nearly so, but the write? can still
theme “The Advent."
make one from the raw material
• • • •
or the roff, as cocpers used to say.
At tlie Congregational Church the
E. H. Philbrick
unified service of public worship

Wednesday, Dec. 18

ELKS HOME

CHRISTMAS
WREATHS

35c
STILES FARM

DANCING

117Stf

tunate. That means you can havo

R

Music By
BUD CLARK AND HIS BAND
8.30 to 12.00
Admission 30c, including tax

BURPEE’S

150‘Stf

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

• • •

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND. ME.
98-tf

119-tf

DANCE—V. F. W. HALL
Every Tuesday Night

Editor ot The Courier-Gazette:—
There are many who are eager
Neither Height, Depth, Nor
to do something to defend our
Anything
country in this critical time from
Paul in his epistle to the Ro
the effects that liquor will bring
mans writes to his Christian
If permitted to be sold or given
brethren In the imperial city of
away in the Training Camps, and
L s desire to ccme to them. He
ihe various units of the Army,
wrote from Corinth and he
the Navy and the Marines.
wrote about many things. In
We hope there can be a great
fact, the Epistle has been de
i.at.on-wlde movement which by
scribed as comprising "the re
it: enormous numbers will impress
ligious philosophy of the world s
upon the Government the deter
history". The time was A. D.
mination of the people of the
58. The population was at this
United States to defend our coun
time about a million and a half
try by defending those men vol
to two million of which oneunteering or called to service from
half were slaves. This refers
that
which
undermine
their
to the cl'.y itself
Rome, the
strength and efficiency and so
nation, at the time of its great
cause them to fall in their task.
est peak, was about 120,000.000.
We ask that every member of
In this city was founded the
the W.C.T.U. and as many persons
Roman Church, probably by
as can be influenced in this com
Peter; the membership was of
munity write a letter to the Presi
a heterogeneous nature, hence
dent of the United States, to the
the necessity of writing about
two Senators, and Congress-woman
many things. When Paul fin
of this district. Merely write as
ally came, his visit was not to
a citizen calling upon your govern
be pleasant. He lived In his
ment to defend these men as the
own hired house bound by a
men in the last war 1917-1918 were
chain to a Roman soldier. With
protected by laws which are not
in its boundaries both Peter and
now in operation. Legislation will
Paul were to suffer martyrdom.
be presented to abolish the sale of
Of what was ahead for him, of
liquor as soon as Congress con
course, Paul, at the time of
venes again and quick action will
writing, knew nothing, but he
be necessary. This ls Just a be
writes about the forces that
ginning preparation for what we
these earl>’ (Christians found
can assure you will be a hard
arrayed against them.
struggle
Make this first move
He encouraged them, did not
count. Only the definite expression
laugh away their fears, he re
of the people of the United States
minds them God is with them,
In overwhelming numbers will pro
and he makes so great a state
duce action.
ment that it ls binding to re
Address: Franklin D. Roosevelt,
member it forever. "Who shall
President of the United States.
separate us from the love of
and church school is at 10.30. The |
White House. Washington, D. C.;
Christ? Shall tribulation, or
theme of the sermon by Rev. Cor open at 6 o’clock with Osmond Hon. Wallace H White. Jr., Senate
distress, or persecution, or fam
win H. Olds will be "The Body of Palmer and Joseph Mills as the Office Building. Washington, D. C.J
ine. or nakedness, or peril or
The topic will be
Christ " Comrades of the Way will co-leaders.
Hon. Ralph O. Brewster. Senatorthe sword? Nay In all these
meet in the vestry at 6 30 p. m. The "Managing Our Time ” The peo elect. House Office Building. Wash
things we are more than conPilgrim Fellowship will meet at the ple's evening service will open at ington. D. C.; Hon Margaret Chase
quorors. through Him that loved
7.15 with the prelude and big sing,
parsonage. 35 Beech street, at 8.
us. Por I am persuaded, that
• • • •
assisted by the instruments and 1 Smith. House Office Building,
neither death, nor life, nor
Mr. MacDonald's subject Washington. D. C.
At the Universallst Church to- choir.
Clara S Emery,
angels, nor principalities, nor | morrow at 10 45. In the absence of will be, "A Manger. A Mountain, A
President
of
the local W.C.T.U.
powers, nor things present, nor
Milllennium.
”
Dr. Lowe. L. A Walker will occupy
• • • •
this to come, nor height, nor I the pulpit. The young people's
depth, nor any other creature, , chorus will sing. There will be two
At St. Peter's Church (Episco week praise and prayer service
shall be able to separate from
inspiring solos. Small children will pal t Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the comes Tuesday at 7 30 p. m. Wed
the love of God. which is in ! be cared for in the kindergarten. services for tomorrow will be ap nesday night the Ladles' Aid wil!
Christ Jesus our Lord."
The church school meets at noon propriate for the 3d Sunday in hold a Christmas tree in the vestry
Take heart therefore. None
in the vestry; Mrs. Glover’s class at Advent: Matins at 7 10; Holy Com with the husbands as special guests.
suffers all these things as did
her residence: the men will meet at munion at 7 30; church school at
Paul. People today are not Mr Glover's office; Junior YPCU 9.30; Holy Eucharist and sermon
Ray L. Littlefield of Scarboro. a
trial Justice in his own town, found
bound to Christ by chains as at 5.30 p. in; and Senior YPCU. at 1030; vespers at 7.30 p. m.
• • • •
himself “out of luck" outside of his
to a Roman soldier, but by a at 7. It will be visitors'night. Fathers
Sunday at Littlefield Memorial own Jurisdiction Thursday when ar
love that will not let them go.
and mothers and adults generally
—William A. Holman
are invited to attend the young peo Church, the pastor, Rev. C. A Mar raigned before Recorder Frank F,
staller, will speak on "Preparing For Harding of Rockland Municipal
ple's service.
• • • •
Christ.
” Special music will Include Court, charged with hunting deer
At the Church of the Nazarene
“Tlie Book of the World" will be a solo by Walter Oriffln. Sunday wtlhout a license. Littlefield got
tomorrow, Sunday school will com
the subject of the sermon at the school follows at 1145 with classes his deer, but Game Warden William
mence at 10; the regular morning First Baptist Church Sunday at for all ages; Young People's meeting F Davis of Union got him and the
worship service at 11. the pastor’s 10.30. The choir under the direc at 6 o'clock with Miss Ruth Ham result was a fine with costs. Little
subject "The Christian's Philosophy tion of Rebecca Dulfer of Belfast mond as leader "Traveling Under field's daughter pleaded guilty to
of Life." The “Church At Philippi" will sing. The church school, or Divine Illumination" will be the the charge of illegal transportation
will have charge of the N.YP.S ganized with departments for every subject used by the pastor for the 'of the deer thus shot, but her fine
service at 6.39. Young people wll. age. will meet at noon. The En evening service at 7.15. There will was suspended upon paymenL of
•
speak, sing, and conduct the entire deavorer’s Inspiration Hour will be special music by the choir. Mid-

Spear Hall, Mon. Night, 7.30
Free Dinner, and Merchandise
Value $2, and Other Prizes
150’lt

r

telephone’s part

To

l

IN NEW ENGLAND’S

New England men ubo bat e joined the na

tion's military and natal forces;

The families of these men;
Workers in industries important to national
defense;

present program

The management of these industries;

Other New England people interested in know
ing how well prepared the telephone com
panies are in meeting communication needs.

1__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ )

military and civilian establishments of the nation from

million dials, of watch-like precision, speed New Eng.

To each of you, a familiar story takes on new mean

ing because of the emergency which has arisen. That

after the hurricane, carry on the services of supply,

emergency separates families; it speeds up the demands

construction, installation and repair.

of industry for raw material and finished products; it
focuses your eyes on the vastly increased need for com

munication; it evokes memories, if you are old enough,
of that 1916 era when the country faced another

emergency.
Striking indeed is the contrast between telephone

almost always says, in 1940, "Hold the line, please.”
In 1916, you may remember, her response was always,

"Hang up, please, and I'll call you."

These advances have not come without hard work,
planning and vast investment of money.... Systematic

isted in that other time of crisis.
Today, in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Mass

achusetts and Rhode Island, there are a million and a

third telephones, a growth of a hundred and seventy

per cent from the scant half million of 1916. Today’s
telephones are connected by a network of nearly six
million miles of wire, most of it in cable buried deep

in the ground against the acts of both men and nature.
That is a four-fold growth from the copper wire on

at the lowest cost in his

gle route for (heir calls; alternate cables now connect

25 sheets and 25

them, so that service Interruptions are almost unknown.

matching envelopes, only

probing for new and better materials and new ways of
using nature’s bounty has been carried on by the Bell

Telephone Laboratories. Adequate sources of supply

and advanced methods of manufacture have been de
veloped by the Western Electric Company for the en

tire Bell System, of which your Telephone Company
.is a part.... Our own skilled operating force of more

than twenty thousand people has grown both in num

bers and in competence.
1940 telephone service brings assurance to the mili
tary and naval forces and to industry and its workers

that their Telephone Company is ready to do its job —
promptly, efficiently and cheerfully.

The doughboy of 1916 had never talked by radio
telephone, for (here was none; his orders couldn't reach

Line” of engraved stationery in

him by teletypewriter, as they may now; he probably

SI.00 boxes.

had never heard of a dial telephone.
Today, the telephone, aided by radio, encircles the

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

A single sentence used by your long distance opcr»
ator points up ihe story. Be the call near or far, she

service as you know it today and the service which ex

other era. Important cities no longer depend on a sin

Postage Extra

land's calls to their destinations. Two thousand motor,
ized units, whose mobilizing power New England saw

personal name stationery

..............................................$1

globe; teletypewriters flash the written messages of the

one coast to the other. . . . Nearly three-quarters of a

poles and erossarms which paralleled the roads of (hat

Stop in and examine our new ”400

NOVELTY BINGO

THE

GENUINE ENGRAVED

tory.

Mrs. Emery, W. C. T. U.
Head. Wants Letters
Written To Washington
To Prevent It

service. The young people are hav
ing a contest between two equally
divided sides, one called the "Church
At Rome” and the other the
"Church at Philippi." Each side is
given points for Bible reading,
prayer, book reading, memorization
of scriptures, etc. To dale the
“Romans" are in the lead. Tlie
evening service begins at 7 30 The
pastor will preach on the lubject
of “Excuses." There will be special
singing in charge of Miss Olive
Bragg.

SUPPER

ELKS DANCE

Mr. Philbrick Doesn’t
Think Union Had a
“Corner” On the Industry

AA*AAAA*<iAA*AA41A*

SERMONETTE

Dec.
26 Camden-Rockport
Lions
Club Christmas Ball at Community
Building
Dec 30—Winter term of city schools
in uns
•Ian. 6—Golden Jubilee guest meet
ing of Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. at
Community Building,
•

Liquor To Soldiers

NEW

ENGLAND

AND

TELEGRAPH

TELEPHONE

COMPANY

Page Four

Every-Other-Day
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These Girls Sang Yesterday

ftftftft
MRS. LOUISE MTI1EH

Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 37

Miss Ida Stevens, alternate. Mrs.
Helen Hilton; flrst department
delegate. Mrs. Ruby Allen, alter- j
nate. Mrs. Alice Gray; second de- i
partment delegate, Mrs. Ruth J
ALENA L STARRETT
Perry; alternate, Mrs. Mae Wiley. '
Correspondent
i The secretary and pianist will be !
appointed and the date of installaTel 46
■ tion will be announced.
A dress rehearsal for "Why the
At the meeting of the Red Cross [ chimes Rang." will be held at 2 39
held Thursday at the grammar ; cun(]ay at the Congregational
school room. Mrs. Inez Mathews church.
was ' chosen president and Mrs.
Christmas parties in the Bap
Chester
Wyllie.
secretary-trea tist Church School for the young
surer. During the recent drive, er children up to the junior de
the sum of $82 was taken, one- partment and their parents Wed
half of that to remian in town nesday will be held at 2 o’clock in
for local benefit. Sixty-six were the Montgomery rooms for the
made members fo the Red Cross Christmas tree. The juntor de
during the drive, and the sum tak partment and young people, adults
en was the same as last year.
of the church will meet in the eve
Members of Forget-me-not Troop ning after the mid-week service
of Girl Scouts will meet Monday for their tree.
at 2 o'clock at the Intermediate
The sewing circle of Ivy Chapter
school room to complete the OES will meet Tuesday after
Christmas wreaths.
noon with Mrs. Grace Simmons.
At the meeting Wednesday of
the Baptist Women's Mission Workers for Finnish Relief
A new Finnish Relief Committee
Circle a program dealing with the
Women's American Baptist For of Rockland and vicinity was ap
at
eign Missionary Society, was pre pointed Wednesday night
sented as in a radio quiz broad Glover hall. Uno J. Laiho, com
cast: opening theme song. "We mittee chairman the past year,
Have a Story to Tell the Nations"; presided. Members of the 1941
Scripture. Mrs. Susie Oxton; con Committee are: Otto Kari and
test, three blue-eyed members. William Pekkanen of Union. Ansel
Mrs. Martha Kalloch. Mrs. W. S. Helin of Waldoboro. Mr. and Mrs
Stackhouse, and Mrs. Avis Nor Emil Rivers of Rockland, Antcn
wood. versus three dark-eyed mem Rlutta cl Warren. Rev. Alex Raita
bers. Mrs. Helen Borneman. Mrs. of Friend uv,4. tVilho Elgland of
Jennie Kennistcn and Mrs. Isa St. George and Mrs. Joseph An
Teague, with the flrst group the derson of Owl's Head. At the flrst
winners, the audience the judges; meeting olficers will be elected,
and a two-minute talk on "The and plans made
Organized in November 1939. the
Origin of the Society" by Mrs.
yearly report shows that the sum
Laura Seavey.
Sewall Peabody, who has beer of $8 060 was taken by private
receiving treatment at a Camden subscription, and by entertain
hospital, has returned to his home, ments of which there have been
45 over the county: $8,000 of that
improved.
Nominating committee appointed amount sent directly to Finland.Thursday ln the Congregational In addition 28 trunks and 26 boxes
Ladies' Circle is Mrs. William Bar of clothing, in aggregate. 4.650
rett. Mrs. Willis Vinal. and Mrs. •pounds were sent. The committee
gave $50 to .the American Fed
Donald Mathews.
Officers elected Wednesday by E Cross. When first organized. $2,030
A Starrett Auxiliary. S. U. V. were' was the goal set for a two-week
President, Mrs. Augusta Moon; vice period and that sum was enrou’e
president, Mrs. Ruby Allen; trus to Pill ind before the two wee<s
tees. Mrs. Edith Wylie. Mrs. Edith had passed
Officers and committee members
Spear. Mrs. Clara Lermond; tr«asurer. Miss Ida Stevens; patriotic for 1939 were: Chairman, Uno J.
Warren;
secretary.
instructor. Mrs Minerva Marshall; Laiho of
chaplain. Miss Mary Kalloch; Charles Salo of Appleton; trea
guide. Mrs. Shirley Bowley; ass's- surer. Emil Rivers of Rockland;
tant guide. Mrs. Alice Peabody; members, Anselm Lampinen of
color guards, Mrs. Alice Gray; Thomaston. William Pekkanen.
Mrs. Ruth Perry; inside guard and Otto Kari of Union, John
and Mrs. Jennie Rivers
Mrs. Edith Wotton; outside guard. OJampera
_ _______ ,
.
Mrs. May Rokes; nress correspon of Rockland. Matti Elgland of
dent. Mrs. louella Crockett; dele Long Cove. Anton Riutta of Wargate to the national Encampment. ren and Selim Ruohomaa of Rockland.

WARREN

Mr. and Mrs Perley Waltz have
been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Maxey ln Winthrop.
Mrs. John H Miller and Mrs
Ella Marshall were Portland visi
tors Monday.
Mrs. Charles Robertson and Mrs.
Robert Mitchell are passing the
weekend with their husbands in
Boston.
Mr . and Mrs. EE. Jameson and
daughter are visiting in Boston.
A telephone has been installed
in the residence of Thomas Sten
ger.
Sumner Hancock is spending the
Christmas recess at his home in
Casco.
Local stores will remain open
evenings from now until Christ
mas.
j
The Fire Department has erected
a Christmas tree for the communi
ty. Flans are being made to have
Santa Claus make a local visit in
the near future.
Arthur Scott of the State Wide
and Nursery Education Program
was guest speaker at Lions Club | Group from the Girls' Glee Club of Rockland High School which presented the Christmas candlelight service
this week.
al t*le High School Auditorium Friday afternoon.
—Photo by Cullen
Miss Orace \orke visited Frida>
Thp annua] Christmas assembly last night. Cocoa and sandwiches lie Aylward. Kathleen Blackman.
in Rockland.
which is always eagerly anticipated were served.
Dorothy Goodnow. Lunette Gray.
Mrs. Henry Mason is visiting in —mpmber
(he
Alice Hall, Dorothy Havener. SylBoston.
hheld
eld yesterday
yesterday afternoon,
afternoon, with
with ! The Band Mothers met Monday via Hooper. Geraldine Jackson,
MTs Anne Hinckley ls spending
i parents and friends as guests, evening, with the fathers as Gloria Mills. Marjorie Mills. Joan
a vacation ln Waterville.
Seated on the stage amid Yuletide guests. The band played three j Baum. Mary Farrand. Rita Lynch.
Supt A. D. Otay has been a re_
.
. vLsitor
| decorations and candlelight, was selections, “In Line of March," Ruth McMahon. Joyce Mitchell,
Ce"Billv' Parsons of Newcastle the Oir'5' Glee club directed hyEnergy Overture,’’
and “Noctur- CharlotteMurphy.
Christine Newcelebrated his first birthday Fri- Mrs' R°8ers and th* Boys' Glee , no." Games were played in the hall. ElainePoust. Jeannette
Robidav at the home of his grand- club directed by Mr. Edwards gym. followed by refreshments shaw. Georgia Stevens, Katherine
parents Mr and Mrs C B Stahl James Moulaison. as master of | with “seconds" for everyone who Cassidy, Beverly Cogan. Betty Dol
The High School has established ceremonies, announced this pro- wished them —Richard Simmons. liver. Margaret Economy. Ruth
Emery. Pauline Havener. Lucille
a fund to buy phonograph records Pam: Scripture reading. Geral- band member,
Sweeney. Dorothy Tibbetts. Leona
for use on the sound system at dine Norton; 'Joy To the World.
• • • •
socials and other school functions. Combined Glee Clubs;
“There
There’s good skating at Com- Wellman. Esther Munro, and. Min
nie Smith.
If anyone has records for which Dwelt In Old Judea.'
“Silentmunjty Park,
• • • •
they no longer have use, the school Night "As With Gladness Men of
• • • •
Basketball suits were given out
would appreciate having them as Old." and "Adestes Fidelis. Boys
junior Highassembly, WednesKEY ring loat Saturday or Bundav
a start on a collection to which Double Quartet and Bovs G.ee £jay_ was arranged by Miss Thomp- Thursday night to the girls' teams.
AdvritliemeDta ls thia cwlumo no.
three keya. cockacrev and
to exceed three llnee InaertgQ onoe (oi contalnlng
and
others could be added with the Club; tableau. "Star of the East
with Uoyd Snowdeai as an- 10 to the flrst team,
bottle opener. Finder please TEI.
25 cent*. three tlmea for 50 cente. Ad 59-M City.
l«"15O
money available in the school rec- . with violin solo by Shirlene Me- nOuncer. This program was given: 12 to the second. Members of
dltlonal lines Ove cente each for on*
HALF-grown male kitten loat, yellow
time. 10 cents fbr tttree tlmea. Plv< and
Kinney: violin solo. “Estrillyta.' sor.g, “Silent Night.' Georgia and the first team are Virginia Barord fund.
white Return to 30 Chestnut St .
«mall vorde to e line
or TEL. 1252-M_________________ 150-.52
by Shirlene McKinney; I Heard Lucille Treat, Vittrice Hayes. low. Edith Rich. Lucille Melvin.
Baptist Church Notes
A Forest Praying, by Girls Glee Ade;ma Smarev, Mary Nvstrom. Pearle Smith. Doris Weymouth.
WHITE Spitz dog lost: black harness Reward MRS DORIS MERRILL
Wotton, Lena Cuccinello.
-HR
hv the nastor Club' Unor SOl°’ ”°€SU Bambino" Marilyn Robishaw. Elizabeth Saw- Mary
24 Walnut St oft Park. City
149*251
1045 with sermon by the pa. t .
perry. with violin obliga- ver
Angelina Silvestri
Muriel Connie Newbegin. Arlene Hill and
Sunday School meets at noon: i. b a ,
McKinnev “The
estr!' “ 5 Gerry Norton. Second
team:
„„„„„meeting at 6 with W
otunene jnciunney,
ine oilver. pjay ln three acts “CookI.ARC1E solid white kraut
young peoples meeting at 6
NfW Moon Al Christmas. ' Senior
th
chrittnu, Ooose" wth Frances
for aale, tl 50 per 100 lb« W. J
dAgostino,
Kathleen
Miss Shirley Morse, leader; ser_
niann snln Htanlev ‘ng the chrlstmas Oooe
]
Thomaaton,
Tel 154.___________ 150*152
Blackman. Gloria Witham. Esther
vice of worship and song at 7. with ^v. ’^re^ A &ng In Se
' VERY best sauerkraut for sale. 40
SIX-ropm tenament to let. OH heat,
sermon by the pastor, sublet “A
quartet reel- ^eve^unt BeS" Sn Johnson. Annabelle Staples. Helen
i lbs., keg free, only $2 40 delivered
bath and garage at 52!a Summer St.
Munro. Edith Gray. Margaret
j Also cabbage sold In any quantity TEL ieg-M _____ ______________ 150 157
Friend m Tune of Need.
tation' "The Nlght B**"* Christ- ^>ar,ev ■Letty Muriel Oliver Mitchell. Madelyn McConchie. Lu
H ° STARRETT Warren. Tel 30-2
150 155
A'l I'HAWIVE apartment, recently
meeting Wednesday will be at 7 30
,
a-aburv
tableau bearles‘
Let ■'
Munel
1—
to let. on Lisle 8t Light
Choir rehearsal will be held Thurs- mas.
Buth
. tab‘«au "Johnny." Vance Norton; solo, cille Sweeney. Alice Bohn, and
PURE bred Guernsey cow and calf redecorated
an
d heat furnished TEL 1178 150-152
for sale
W L MERRIAM Union
dav at 7 30 at the parsonage.
Maf5 and ,h
™
Sar.ta Claus Is Coming To Town. Leona Flanders.
Tel. 8-5
150-152
• • • •
TWO-robm lumlshed apt to let,
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Day.
b\ tbe
® ee.
Ernest Munro; piano solo. Joan RisChristmas." and then led the club
PORTABLE adding machines and alter Sunday: hot water, use ol bath;
Sumner Sprague, Miss Shirley 2^ F"st Noel Combined Glee tani0;
.>The
Boat
The initiation of new members ln the singing of Christmas carols [ WEST WASHINGTON
typewritem for Christmas. Bookkeeping adults rnly 23 Cedar St TEL 8S5-J.
Nfr and Mre Altnn tVoiin,on____ i 1 'nsch ne’- “»h register- and aupplle
1S0-1S2
Morse and Rev. and Mrs. Harold
Clvbs.
adeVittrice Hayes; piano solo. of the Home Economics Club was A reading. "Aunt Doleful's Visit."
Mr, ana Mrs. Alton Wellman and new and rebuilt nt lowest prices diUfHWtN 9-room house to let. cen •
Nutter attended the Damariscotta
T1,e Mixed Double Quartat was | Avis Williamson; tap dance. Vina held at the Home Economics rooms by Georgia Treat, a sketch, "When children Frederick and Celia Mr reet fartorv agents De'lverv rerv’ee traliy
locu'erl
TEL 5OS__________ 150-lt
Baptist Association praver meeting composed of Barbara Lamb. Bar- Qeimonjco ancj Norma Ramsdell; Wednesday night from 7 to 9 the Ghost Walks." by Ernest Mun and Mrs Ernest Wellman of Week's .1 W THOMAS * CO.. 22 Ltndsev St .
APARTMENT D to let at Tlie LhU
Tel 807
149-151
in Jefferson Monday ’
bara La^11', Rutb
-•««
and guitar. Otto
Otto Proctor.
Pr«-tor Ac
Ac- o'clock. The ceremonies were con ro. Samuel Smith and Philip Fer Mills and Mrs. Esten Wellman
rlett” School 8'
Inquire at THE
song and
LIVE bait for sale. H H CRIE Si CO COPPER KETTLE
149-151
Rev. Mr. Nutter was called Mon- Bohn. Douglas Perrv. Harrison companists wer" Sandra Hallowell ducted by Vera Payson, president nald. and “Jokes and Riddles" by visited recently with Mr. and Mrs. 138 Main St. City
_______ 148-150
to rent at 17 Suffolk St 8
day to 8outh China to officiate at Dow. John Storer. and Raymond ano Albert Havener.
KNIGHTS Templar rAgalla for sale’ ro.HOUSE
of the club. Eloise Law. vice presi- | Oliver Williamson filled the perjod Maynard Marriner in Searsmont.
m and bath, garage, furnace: also
condition. 825. hat size 7S gt Otis St. 8-room house with same
the funeral of Charles Freeman ChishnlnL
Louise Harden, ticket manager dent. Pauline Beal, secretary and , with fun and merriment.—Betty
Mrs. Clara Overlook was guest Itn J fair
SHUMAN 15 Pleasant St
148*150 conveniences Inquire at MRS MAR
and Wednesday he was called to
Boys Double Quartet Har! Ison for the senior class play, awarded treasurer, and Janet Shannon as O'Brien
Wednesday of Katie Kennedy.
SIX and-one electric combination GARET KNIOHT. 54 Pleasant St
Windsor to the funeral of Ray- Dow. Douglas Perry. John Storer. a prize of two dollars to Barbara The Spirit of Home Economics."
____________________ 150 tf
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Powell and sawing eu'flt for sale Price right A
148*150
UNFURNISHED apartment to let. 4
mond Colburn Rev. Mr Nutter, Kenneth Mignault. Osmond Palm- Parsons who sold 25 tickets. Hon using the candlelight service. The
An interesting program was pre- children of Bridgewater. Mass., and W DEMUTH. South Warren
rooms, sun porch, toilet and heater
DODGE
motor
1929
for
sale.
$10;
was a business caller Tuesday ln ' er. Howard Edwards. Clarence de- orable mention was given Joyce initiates were Doris McIntyre. Es- sented by the fourth period oral Mr. and Mrs. Carl Powell of Union Chevrolet coupe, 1930 In fine running Inquire 12 Knox St.. TEL 158-W
148-tf
Searsmont and Belfast.
[Rochemont, and Raymond Chis- Cumming. Charles Rcbinson. Ron ther Munro, Alice Hall. Delight ■ BnglLsh class yesterday, consisting passed last weekend with their condition. $S0 MRS H C PARSON.
North Haven Me
148-150
FURNISHED heated apartment to
____________
holm.
ald Lord. Pauline Stevens, and Reynolds. Norma Shannon. Mary | of the following poems and sketch- parents Mr and Mrs. Irving Powell
ONE modern white enamel gas stove jet at il MASONIC ST________ 148*150
DGDT Cl YnC
Senior Girls' Chorus: Mary An- Eleanor Weed.
Mr and Mrs. Brown of Manches for sale, good as new; also dinette set.
Studley. Martha Withington. Elea- es: "Greetings to Santa," KatfcLARGE heated rnom and hath to
rUn I LLTUC.
astasia. Ebba Kalloch. Marguerite
Bar
for quick sale 48 Talbot Ave , let $4 week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
nor Shute. and Leona Flanders.
leen Blackman; "Christmas Mu ter is visiting her parents Mr. and TEL.gain
781-3
143-tf St
Winston Pease, son of Mr. and Mahoney p^ma Brazier, Elaine
148-tf
While studying identification in
Mrs Harry Farrington.
The program was in charge of
__ 1
J «*
Hard wooa per loot, fitted. 11.50;
Mr. William Pease, has enlisted in Ames ghtrlene McKinney, Mary Junior Business Training. Lee Betty Payson, Betty Clough, and sic.” Donald Estes; "A Gift of
to let at 9 Limerock
Mrs Mildred Johnston and Mrs. s»wed 9140; long. 8130 m b a c o St.APARTMENT
Santa." Richard Seaman; “AmerlInquire
at
PEOPLES
LAUNDRY
the Army and is stationed at Camp Lamb. Ruth Seabury and Lucille Wotton brought into class his clam
145-tf
144 tf
Barbara Wood, with stunts ar- 1 ca." William Atwell; "Alaska." Sheldon Wright of Jefferson visited perry. Tel 487.
Devens.
Melvin.
worm license and hunting license; ranged by Janet Shannon. Sylvia I Louise Smith; “France." Evelyn recently with Mrs. Lizzie Wellman. 1 LEHIGH Valley ktove and nut coal
ROOM to let at 15 Orove 8t. TEL
News has been received of tne
....
Mrs Royal Hibbert was guest «ft
at'Tr/ i 579~w
uoli.ins 145-tf
Carl Ilvonen. his hunting license Hooper, and Pauline Beal
Bar- I Seavey; “Holland.” Franklin CaM;
death of Charles Naumer in New
stamp and Scrapbook Club and driver's license: James Mc
bara Wood was Santa Claus and "Cuba," Ruth Robinson; "Negro.” Tuesday of Mrs. Georgia Grotton. 3 B Paulsen. t»i. Thomaston145 62tf
York city. Mr. Naumer a
ee en(oyed a Christmas party in Mrs.
Raymond Bowley of Kennebunk
D&H hard coal, egg. stove, nut
a Summer resident of ^place for G; iftor s room TOuraday after. Phee. his Security Act card. Joyce distributed presents from a well Herbert Hillgrove; “America." Wil was a business caller Wednesday
Raye. her signet ring; Beatrice and laden Christmas tree. Special gifts liam Atwell; "A Present for Mam
814 58 per ton. del. Household soft coal _____________________________________
many years and built one of the noon. Tlie interesting program.
88
per ton del Nut size New River so«t
on
The
Ridge.
Emma Maloney, their driver's li were given Miss Margaret Knee- ma.' Walter Dodge; "A Possibil
not screened 89 ton del ; screened. 810
PERIODICAL Subscription Sendee
first cottages on Land's End. He Joke tree, ar.d the refreshments
ton del. M B & C. O PERRY 519 R
Shefman. 76 Masonic St . Rockcenses, Lewis Stockford. his Boy land who has resgined as instruc- j ity.” Ronald Lufkin; "My Stockhad many friends here who regTet were arranged for by capable com
, Main St Tel 487
145-tf land
1168 or "end P0,t cird ,or
Scout membership card. Benja tor in home economics in Junior ing." William Atwell; "In Beth TENANT’S HARBOR
,j catalogue
149 151
hls passing
mittees.
min Shapiro, his Community High, in order to take up other lehem," Kathleen Weed. At the
MEN
Women!
Want Vim? Stimu
Maynard
Wheeler
of
Camden,
I
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Chadwick are
tonics In Ostrex tablets pep up
Building membership card; Irv studies.
close of tho program. Mr Smith N. J. is in town o? business for rence who have been in the S™11* lants.
bodies lacking vitamin B-l. Iron. Cal
passing the Winter in Friendship
the past two years, will spend the cium. Phosphorus Oet 35c size Ostrex
Thirty-three faculty members ing Small, his Camden Outing Club
Sandwiches, cookies, fudge and read a few short stories and poems brief duration.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons and
todav First package satisfies or mak
membership card: Albert Smith punch were served by Ruth John
Ruth Robinson
Mrs Grace Wilson and son Law- Winter with her parents, Mr. and er refund* low price Call write C.
Mrs. Holmes have returned from a and guests gathered at this build
Mrs. Charles Coolbroth
and Onni Kangas. thelr bill fold son. Eloise Law. Vera Payson. Ruth
ing
Tuesday
night
for
their
an

H MOOR & CO . and all other good
visit in Massachusetts.
145*153
Charles Kalloch of Thomaston drug stotea______
nual Christmas party. Novel en- Identification cards; Cecil Elwell, Wotton. and Jane Packard. Teach
Mrs William Gale has returned
MALE Instruction—If you like to
(formerly of Wlldy's Corneri is a
Palmer Mass, after a visit with tertainment arranged by Mr Ed- his fisherman s license, and James ers present were Miss Haskell. Miss
draw sketch or paint, write for talent
patient at Knox Hospital.
test ino feel
Give age and occupa
her aunt. Mrs Alice T. Trussell.
| ’ards was followed by refresh- Duffy, his ticket book for World's Boutilier. Miss Nottage. and Miss
tion. BOX "F. S I ," care Courier“
ESCAPE"
Pastor
Springer's
subject
for
the
Fair
Admission
which
he
had
when
Kneeland.
Mr and Mrs Alvah Thompson ments served by Miss Thompson
Oazette.'
148*150
morning service Sunday will be
The clean-up committee was
and ’ family visited friends at and her committee with table attending New York schools.
Ladles Bellaol* hair goods at Rock
• • • •
"Getting the Best of Trouble." land Hair Btore. 24 Elm St Mall order*
composed of Virginia Haskell. Bea
Pleasant Point recently.
decorations presented by Mrs.
Y O RHODEB Te' Sl»-'
Sunday School follows
In the
Three Christmas barrels were trice Benner. Evie Smith. «nd Ju
Mrs Merrill Chadwick Ls spend- Elizabeth Hughes of Union. A
i<7-e-tf
evening
following
the
song
service
lng a week in Hartford, Conn. j Christmas tree, with Mr. Bowden placed in the lower corridor this lia Mealey.—Ruth Wotton. Club
—j----------- 1 - and special music by the young
where Mr Chadwick has employ- i In his usual role, concluded the week for contributions of toys, Reporter.
people's vested choir, and orches
• • • t
ment
pleasant evening. Attending were clothing, canned goods, and vege
tra. the pastor will speak on "When
Mrs Merton Anthony ls employed | Supt. and Mrs. Cumming, Mr. and tables for the poor and needy of
The Junior Nature Club held a
Ood Laughs." Everyone Ls wel
WAITRESS wanted; also companion
this
city.
as clerk at the Tenant's Harbor ( Mrs. Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Bowden,
Christmas party in Miss Brownes
conveniences,
couple
• • • •
come to the mid-week prayer serv housekeeper.
post offlce
Mr. and Mrs. Lord. Mr. and Mrs
considered
MRS HAWLEY. 780 High
room Thursday afternoon with
ice every Wednesday night as well St.. Batik Tcl_725.____________ 150*lt
Mrs.
Charlotte
Hopkins
and
Mrs.
Carlos Davis has returned to' Matheson, Mr. and Mrs. Ludwick
this program: Reading. Florence
as to the Sunday services.
WANTED A good reliable man to
Stonington. Conn. after a visit at Mr. and Mrs. Rogers, Mrs. Grafton Ivy Hart substituted in Senior Knight and Faith Long; piano
supply , customers
with
Rawlalgh
High
this
week.
Library Notes
Mrs. Spear, Mrs. Hopkins, Mr.
Pr :duct<<' Write RAWLEIGH's. Dept
solo,
Amy
Kari;
trumpet
solo.
hls home here.
• • • •
MEL-73-127,
Albany.
N
Y.
150*lt
The Memorial Library is offerMr and Mrs. William Heal visited Whiting. Mr. Hanson, Mr. Ed
Louise Harden of the senior Betty Cram: accordian solo. Bev
U.. ZS,. 1.1__
EXPERIENCED girl wants position
wards.
Miss
Lawry.
MLss
Hughes,
lng a fine travel book,by O a John- as mothers helper or as housekeeper.
erly Glendenning; tap dance,
Wednesday in Camden.
Miss Bennett, Miss Browne, Miss shorthand class and Marion Har Edith Carr; song. "I Am An Ameri
son. namely "I Married Adventure ' Wrlte L. M" care Thc Cour'er-OsMiss Josephine Thompson
zette.
149*151
rington
of
the
offlce
practice
class
New Juvenile books are: "Be
spending a few weeks at Wiley's deRochemont, Miss Nottage, Miss
can,” Ernest Munro. Albert Hav
POSITION caring for invalid or do
assisted Principal Blaisdell in the
Kneeland,
Miss
Boutelier,
Miss
yond
the
Great
Wall."
by
Dragonener was accompanist. Presents
ing housework wanted
MRS R 8.
Corner.
offlce this week. Offlce boys have
149-151
ette; “Historic Boys" by Brooks; WHITE. Owls Head
The Advent Christian Church will Nichols, Miss Thompson, Miss
and refreshments followed.
been
Gordon
Wotton,
James
Mc
RELIABLE man wanted to care for
• • • •
"Story of Paul Revere" by Chase;
hold services Sunday in this order: Stall!, and Mr. and Mrs. Nutter.
local business Married man preferred.
Phee. Lee Wotton. Floydi Sanborn
• • • •
and "Ten Girls from Dickens" by Inside and outside position Car es
A program arranged by vice
At 10.30. worship; 1145, Sunday
Irving
Small.
Albert
Smith.
Ben

sential
Write P O BOX 146. Water
Sweetser. •
A movie, “Rhythm on the
president Franklin Blaisdell was
school; 6, Loyal Workers; 7, eve
ville. Me . for appointment.
148-150
Richard Falla presented at Junior High Dramatic
Books appealing to younger chilning service.
Mid-week prayer Range." was shown Wednesday jamin Shapiro,• and
• • •
._
.
.
.
,
.
POSITION as office clerk wanted.
oren
are.
the
story
book
of
Transexperienced
and
good
references.
TEL
service will be held in the vestry, after school to both Senior and
Ronald Packard brought to Ju Club, directed by Miss Nichols,
portation,” and the story book of 1247 w____________________ 148*190
yesterday morning. Joan Hunt
Wednesday At the morning service Junior High.
nior Business Training class this
“Iron and Steel," by Petersham. I furniture wanted to_ upholster.
• • • •
gave a reading, “The Origin of
tomorrow the pastor will speak on
called for and delivered T J FLEM
week a $500 bond issued by the
also "Treasure Seekers," by Nesbit. ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212-W. 137*148-tf
the subject “Christmas Joy," and at
Josephine
Buckminster
and Confederate States of America
the evening service he will give a Douglas Perry entertained the
STATE OF MAINE
The 20 coupons for $20 each were
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
short meditation on “Gifts." There fourth period French class on
all persons Interested In cither
dated from November 1, 1862 to ofTo
the estates hereinafter named:
will be special Christmas programs Wednesday with a vocal duet, "Au
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Rock

May 1. 1872, and none had been
at both services Dec. 22 under di Clair de la Lune."
land, In nnd for the County of Knox,
VINALHAVEN
cut off and cashed. The bond on the 19th day of November ln the
• • • •
rection of Mrs. Marion Damp's, the
year of our Lord one thousand nine
&
ROCKLAND
paid
8
percent.
•
pastor's wife. There will be special
hundred and forty and by adjournment
The Home Economics depart
• • • •
The new romantic and dramatic , in “The Women," now appears in
Used
Chevrolets,
Fords
and
from
day
to
day
from
the
19th
day
STEAMBOAT
CO.
music at the morning service, and ment and Boys' and Girls’ basket
Oirls who have had perfect at of said November The following mat
' the much-coveted role of Countess
International Trucks
ROCKLAND, ME.
a pageant at the evening service. ball teams were hosts to thc visit
ters having been presented for the team of Norma Shearer and Robert
tendance in the sophomore and action thereupon hereinafter Indi
$50.00 Up
von Treck. American by birth but i
Service to:
On Christmas eve there will be a ing Lawrence players in the Com
Taylor makes its first film ap- European by choice, who finds '
freshman gym classes for the first cated lt Is hereby ORDERED
Will
Finance
To Suit
Vinalhaven. North Haven, Ston
That notice thereof be given to all
concert and party.
rnunity Building after the games 15 weeks of school arc Martha Lee
persons Interested, by causing a copy pearance in "Escape." picturiza- jlerse]f much against her will in- )
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan's
this order to be published three tlon of the Ethel Vance best-seller, volved in the desperate attempt*
Mack Motor Truck Co.
man. Ruby Prock. Joyce Raye, Nor of
Island and Frenchboro
weeks successively ln the Courier116 PARK ST..
ROCKLAND
ma Shannon, Mary Studley, Paul- Oazette a newspaper published at
Surrounding these two stars is of American artist Mark Preysing
TEL.
1178
Rockland
In
said
County,
that
they
WINTER SERVICE
I ine Beal. Leona Flanders. Doris may appear at a Probate Court to be a "name" cast of almost unprece- to rescue his ex-actress mother,
148-150
Subject to change without notice.
Fogg, Virginia Foster, Mildred held at said Rockland on the 24th dented brilliance, including Con- Emmy Ritter, from a concentreday of December A D 1940 at nine rad Veidt, star of European films; i tion camp where she has been senGrover, Beverly Havener. Vivian o'clock
GET IN LINE NOW FOR A BIG PAY JOB
ln the forenoon, and be heard
DAllY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Hussey, Leona Lothrop. Madeline thereon lf they see cause
silent film star, Nazimova; Felix tenced to execution. As Preysing,
Be a Qualified Welder
A. M.
P. M.
ESTATE DUDLEY F. WOLFE, late of
*
»
>
.
—
-x
McConchie. Maxine Oliver. Betty Rockport, deceased
All Practical Training By Expert Instructors
First Account Bressart and Albert Bassermann, Taylor is given a characterization
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
presented
for
allowance
by
Clifford
Payson, Alice Pinkerton, Frances
Day and Evening Classes—Low Tuition Rates
who were outstanding figures of even more dramatic than that of
6.30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 4.40
Exr
Rogers, Marie Sanderson, Eliza Smith.
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Es the Continental stage; Philip Dorn, his Capt. Cronin in “Waterloo
BATH WELDING CO.
beth Shapiro. Ruth Spear, Mar quire. Judge of Probate Court for young Dutch leading man; Bonita Bridge."
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
3 SUMMER ST.
BATH, ME.
TELEPHONE 992
Knox County, Rockland, Maine.
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
garet Thompson, Virginia Witham,
Granville, Edgar Barriar. Elsa Bas
Nazimova returns to the screen
Attest:
147*152
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
j Gloria Witham. Gwendolyn Dean.
119-tf
sermann and Blanche Yurka
for the flrst time in lti years ns
Register.
Delight Reynolds, Nada Cary, BilMiss Shearer, who last scored Emmy Ritter.
147-S-153

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

« TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

WANTED

End Of Year Sale

LEARN WELDING

5ELL«/^

HfMT-ADS

Every-Other-Day

Economics Of War

Page Five

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, December 14, 1940
I and the poor Londoners are shiver| ing and. stinking in tlie subways of

What the World War Cost the British
and Its Comparison With I ln« on Ule
Struggle Now in Progress ^r“11eevenr0

war makers are bcomLondon stock exchange

“S

(By Albert E. Averill)
: «*• the,
stocks of
Pro. ,,
i fiteers of Wall street arc booming
(Second Installment)
on the New York SUx.k Exchange
Although the war of 1914 and the
Here are a few selected items tliat
present war has brought no good show the percentage of increased
thing to the world, there were those profit for the first nine menths cf
ln the old and also those in the 1940 in comparison with the first
present war who have a different nine months of 1939; Bethlehem
opinion about the situation. Sen-1 Steel 232' ;; Republic Steel, 1228%;
ate Document No. 259 ( 65th Qon-; A legheny-Ludlum
Steel,
417%
gress, second Session) throws a United States Steel 453% and Jones
glaring spotlight on this situation I and Laughlin 2130'; The-e are the
The following ls a quotation fretn 1 war degs of Wall Street, who, with
that document.
j blo'-d-shct eyes and foaming tongue
‘Here is the record of percent of hangng from their Jaws, are in full
net income to capital stock of a cry through their news headlines
number of separate companies for and ranting broadcasters to stam1916 and 1917 based cn this docu- | pede the American people into the
ment. Included were thc following European war. Their war cries take
Industries: Chemicals, 1916, 162%; the slogan Defense! Defense!! De
food (confectionery), 1917, 221%; fense tl!
iron and steel, 1917, 338%, 201%.
To these war cries of the Wall
155% castings, 1917, 224%; automo street warmakers, thc overwhelm
biles (and parts) 1916. 2709%; am ing majority of the American peo
munition and munitions. 1917, ple reply as follows—Let the Na
142%; electric machinery and ap tion Spend Every Dollar and Train
pliances, 1917, 18,204%; shipbuild-1 Every Man Necessary To Defend
lng, 1W6. 313‘: ; explosives, 1916, the Nation Against Invasion; But
474%; aluminum. 1917, 290%; cop-, Not One American War Dollar or
per (Michigan).1916, 971% and one one American Soldier to Leave the
Utah company, 1570% sulphur, 1917 ■ Country. Conclusive evidence tn
3514%. Percent of profit to capital support of this statement of Amerlstock as high as 7856% was report-1 can opinion was provided in the
ed by coal operators; meat packers, recent presidential campaign where
4244%; canners of fruits and vege- both candidates were emphatic and
tables, 2032%; woolen mills, 3295%; profuse in their promises not to
clothing and dry goods stores, enter the European war and to
9826%. One steel mill reported a keep our soldiers out of Europe
290,000% profit* on capital stock Candidate Wlllkie and President
The effects of these profits was to Roosevelt made these promises to
Increase the known number of mil- the American people because both
llonaires in the country from about realized such a position was de7503 in 1914 to about 25.000 in 1918 " manded by the American people.
These are the war profiteers who
The present economic situation
think that war pays and the 32550,- of the United States to war economy
000 soldiers who were killed and was never more powerfully exwounded in Europe ln 1914-1918 , pressed than by no less a personage
ho paid them. The' than President Franklin D. Roosewar cries Of these war dogs can be velt ln a speech at Chatauqua. N
heard new above the women and Y. on Aug. 14, 1936 Mr. Roosevelt
children who are shrieking under spoke as follows—"Industrial and
the roar of thelr bombs. While the agricultural production for a war
British Royal Air force ls bombing market may give Immense fortunes
Berlin the war stocks of the Oer- to a few men; for the nation as a
man war-makers are booming on whole lt produces disaster. NeverBerlin stock exchange; while the theless, lf war should break out
Oerman bombers are bombing Lon- again in another continent, let us
don where the wealthy Londoners not blink the fact that we should
are safe in deep luxurious under- find in this country thousands of
ground chambers in the ’.Vest End Americans who, seeking immediate

VINALHAVEN
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In St. Pete
GIVEN BY ROCKVILLE STUDENTS Down
Life Reminds G. H. R.

Of Old Comrades—Appeal
To Henry Bird

M316 OSCAR O. LANS
Correspondent

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

In a recent issue of Life Maga
zine I saw pictures of three of my
The busiest weeks of the year for I on board. May be cut into biscuit-,,
old friends, Stephen Booth Mc most of us loom up in the calendar placed in pans in refrigerator un >1
Kinney, "Snooks” Penncyer and and the round of the good old half an hour before baking time.
"Mike'' Robinson. McKinney now three squares daily confronts us Bring out to warm up and rl e. then
commands a battleship and used to just as surely as the sun rises each bake in a 350 degrees F. oven 12-!.)
•
sit down at the piano in our home morning. So lt behooves your fa minutes.
Butter Crisp lee Cream O-°
out ln Great Lakes, Ill., and im vorite women’s page (we hope) to
provise for hours.
'Snooks''— provide ideas for shot-cut meals. tablespoon melted butter. 2 tabl-whose name is Ralph—is now at Better look over your row of canned spoons brown sugar, % cup corn
the Naval War College in Newport soups and stews and hashes, mixed flake crumbs. ti cup chepocd nut;,
and wrote me last year asking fruits and vegetables in tins for 1 can vanilla freezing mix.
what I thought of St Pete as a salads and the short-cut desserts
Blend butter, cornflakes ‘U:ir
place to live In after retirement; that come in both tins and packages. and nuts in a shallow pan. Place *n
Lamb or beef stew, well seasoned a 350 degrees F even 20 minu'es
and "Mike" is my old executive of
ficer aboard the U.SS. Texas, then with dashes of Worcestershire or (stir several times). Prepare va
flagship of the U. S. Fleet under catsup, served bubbling hot under a nilla ice cream by directions i n
command of Admiral W. V. Pratt flaky pastry or biscuit crust with package and when ice cream
piccalilli or sliced tomato pickle is half-frozen add this mixture. Finish
of Belfast.
Back ln 1929 when "Mike” (his one favorite short-cut meal. Cut freezing.
name is Clyde) Robinson reported the biscuits that top the stew with
Rich Butter Cookies—One cup
aboard the Texas as second in a doughnut cutter and your meat shortening, part butter;
cup rf
command, one of the duties he as pie is even more enticing. Do you sugar, 1 egg. well beaten. 1 teasigned to me was the job of run ever make a double quantity of flsh spoons vanilla, 3 cups cake flour, %
ning the ship's laundry. "I don't chowder and the next night thicken teaspoon salt.
knows anything about running a the remaining stew, top it with pas
Cream shortening, add sugar
’.aundry” I told him. "Cheer up, try and have flsh pie? Leftover gradually, and continue creaming
,-ou will" was thc answer he gave oyter stew can be thickened and until the mixture is very light and
me. That was the only time I served as creamed oysters on toast fluffy. Beat in thc egg and vanilla.
ever knew Mike to be mistaken. I or in toasted bread cases. Of course Sift together the flour and salt arxl
ran the laundry for about six you’ll cock enough potatoes for two add to the creamed mixture, blend
months, but I doubt if I ever visit meals and use the left-overs, for ing well after each addition. Chill
ed the place except to inspect it. hashed brown or l.vonnatse potatoes, dough for several hours or over
A chief petty officer actually ran or the roast beef or corned beef night Roll dough very thin rn
the laundry. I merely put my hash In tins is a positive blessing lightly floured board, and cut in’o
O. K. on the books once a month right now; most men do adore hash. shapes as desired. Place on unand listened to a few complaints
As for desserts, you can buy really gTeased cookie sheets and bake ln
about missing "whites" and burned good apple tapioca, Indian or a moderately hot oven (400 deg. F.)
shirts. There weren't so many as steamed fig or plum pudding in tins,
Tetley Ski Ball—In each glass mug
there might have been in a crowd cans of date nut bread can be
put a teaspoon and a Half of sugar,
cf some 1200 officers and men, and steamed and sliced and served with
on top of that put a thick, full slice
when I finished the detail and it lemon sauce or whipped cream and
of lemon Into which you have stuck
was some one else's turn to take It wouldn't be a bad Idea to lean
12 large cloves or 18 small ones.
it over, I knew no more about run
hard on fresh fruit and cookies for Next you stand a stick of cinnamon
ning a laundry than I did in the
dessert in the weeks before Christ upright in the glass, then pour over
first place. That's a fine thing
mas. Sliced oranges with cocoanut, this the piping hot Tetley tea.
about the Navy. If you don't know
sliced bananas with cold custard
MENU
the Job that's given you, and you
sauce or bananas baked with cran
Breakfast
are held responsible, get some one
berry sauce or canned peaches with
Grapefruit Halves
to work under you, who does.
Oatmeal
The Maine State Society in St. macaroon crumbs and cream.
Mrs. Sawyer's Potato Rolls—Two Coffee Ring
Canadian Bacon
Petersburg seems to be flourish
Scrambled Eggs
ing this year. There have been small potatoes. 2 tablespoons short
Coffee
several dinners thus far this sea ening. 2 tablespoons sugar, 2 tea
Sunday Dinner
son. I have often wondered if spoons Sterling salt, 1-3 cup cool
Chicken Pie
Food is classed as provender or en water, 1 egg beaten. 1 yeastcake
Mashed Potato Topping
tertainment in Florida. One thing dissolved in 1-3 cup warm water,
Broccoli
is certain, a winter in St. Pete is a 3'2 to 4 cups Ceresota not-bleached Mashed Turnip
flour (or part graham).
‘Mrs. Sawyer’s Potato Rolls
Brer Peterson now pays as he busy time for a Maine stomach.
Peel and cut potatoes small, cook
riches----- fool's gold- would attempt
Jellied Tomato Salad
•‘Icy Cold Grips New England,"
enters.
to break down or evade our neu
Creme Brulce
runs a headline in this morning's ln water to cover, until very tender.
It
was
Captain
Skip
Arey
and
trality laws.
Coffee
newspaper. The story below the Mash ln the water In which they
the
Ol
Goose
Arey
who
were
most
Poor Old Skippers Lose
They would tell you—and unfor
were cooked until smooth. Add
Supper
How to cut the cost of
headline
explains
that
the
icy
cold
responsible for their respective
tunately, thelr views wotlld get wide
shortening, sugar, salt, cool water
11 th Straight On the
Waffles
teams’ defeat and victory, for is relaxing and that it s really get
publicity—that if they could pro
Creamed Dried Beef
ting warmer in New England, but and egg. When the temperature is
Vinalhaven
Alleys
Heating Your Home
while
Skip
was
down
in
the
cel

duce and ship this and that and the
cool enough add tlie dissolved yeast
‘Butter Crisp Icc Cream
lar, dreaming of better days to they don't bother with such details
ther article to belligerent nations,
cake. Beat with egg beater until
•Ski-ball
The Galloping Oar.ders made it come, the ol' Goose was up in down here.
the unemployed of America wculd
‘Recipes given.
Mrs. Lucretia Thayer, formerly smooth; add flour and then knead
11 straight defeats for thc poor seventh Heaven singing "Happy
all find work They would tell you
of South Thomaston, called this
AMtaiCAl HOMI MIATINO l«M«T
that if they cculd extend credit to old Skippers at the Cascade Alleys Days Arc Here Again." His total week full of appreciation for a his
getting chilly up in Maine and ' and unusual acumen, and hi. mind
of
326
was
a
matter
of
71
bet

warring nations, tliat credit would Monday night and thereby broke
tory of Northport Campground what blueberries there are left to j was a storehouse cf fact and folkbe used ln the United Stales to Rn records for straight wins and ter than Cap'n Skip's 256 and as which The Courier-Gazette pub
harvest »»p there can get so tangled I lore concerning Noth Haven, it .
build homes and factories and pay nearly broke all the Skippers the Sklpmen lost by 44 pins Skip lished last Summer "Articles like
Don’t U»e Turn Damper for Daily Operation
up in ycur skis it's dlffciult to sep- people, and its institution . In
is
shouldering
most
of
the
blam<
’
our debts They wculd tell you that oc: P Hall Mld as he reached in
per should be wide open and the America once more would capture his Jpans for his money that he for the defeat. No one knows just that give a lot of pleasure to some arate them for proper canning. Lf i early boyhood he developed the
ITH few exceptions the turn
of us who used to live in Maine and
ashpit damper closed. When
damper
damDer should not be used
he trade of the world.
| ;jad paid so much and so long what snapped the Goose out of who remember the old days,'' she this is true the time would seem j capacity of remembering in detail
more heat is needed thc check
propitious to investigate the South I the things which he saw and of
for daily regulation of the fire.
the
slump
he
has
been
in
the
past
It would be hard to resist thst that hc rcafhfd for hls 63 cents
damper should be closed part
said.
You will probably find it neces
ern market.
j which he was told. Years later he
way and the ashpit damper open clamor; it would be hard for many Just from the force of habit, while 1i few weeks, but gossip has lt that
sary to open the tum damper at
Southerners don’t know much was able to a surprising degree
Open Letter to Henry B. Bird
_______________________________
[
he
went
over
to
the
big
city
of
Americans,
I
fear,
to
lock
beyond
—
slightly.
In
very
cold
weather,
the beginning of the cold season
the check damper should be to realize the inevitable penalties,
Dear Henry: The blueberry situ about blueberries anyway. When I to recall incidents and to give in
. _
.
Rockland a few days ago and took
and to close it a little at the start
Swears and C Meservey F. Ames (
f ]essons
tightly
closed
ation in St. Pete needs looking into I told cne of them that blueberries, formation concerning people and
of the mild
the inevitable day of reckoning
Union Sunday Schoo meets at
and
and
and the ashpit that come ftom a false prosperity.
weather.
Several things have contributed properly stewed, made just as good I events which had been generally
damper wide
10 Sunday. Worship will be at 11. I __
to
lead me to this conclusion. First applesauce as prunes, he thought forgotten.
Yob
should
To
resist
the
clamor
of
that
greed,
open.
the Bird.
Rev
Kenneth
Cook
will
take
as
'
' bark some and foremost I've heard that It's I was
never attempt,
. giving
. .. . him .....
... , I was I One of Mr. Lewis' greatest in/noney back some
There are many if war should ccme. would require subject “Holding On.” the vested lhad toJf.1
too. but they're a little bit slow on Urests wgs
steamboaU> whkh
however, to regu
types of automatic the unswerving support of all choir will sing the anthem. "Snow way and took it out on the poor
he pickup down here and I doubt
seryed
ppnol>
late the fire from
Americans
who
love
peace
If
we
damper
controls
cld
Skippers.
two
teams
and
the
combination
a
day to day by
he knew what I meant.
„ .
, . ,,
and
Shield
Art
Thou."
Hazel
on
the
market
that
„
. . .___ .u„.
scot Bay during the last half cenface the choice of profits or peace,
But the Skippers showed that dark horse and a dark gentleman
moving the tum
Now you and I know thatthere |
can be purchased the nation will answer—must an Roberts and Mae Tolman will sing they still have some flght left in in the woodpile might possibly fix
damper. Always
is a field for exploitation here tury. He knew them in detail as
very
inexpensive

a
duet;
Leola
Smith,
organist
rely on the ashpit
swer—'We choose peace'."
them when they came from behind the Skippers up so they could win. which shouldn't be neglected. You to their age. where they were
ly. The action of
and check dam
Now the clamor of the war-pro- 4; Christian Endeavor at 6; praise in the last round of the last string Captain Orimes claimed there was
these
dampers
can
have the berries and I'm practical built, their characteristics, and
pers to speed up
their officers. His last request up
be regulated by a fiteer which President Roosevelt so Junior Epworth League meets at to snatch that one brand from some kid of nhenanagins going on ly lousy with ideas.
or slow down the
and
song
service
at
7;
Tuesday
at
thermostat locat vividly forecast in this speech is
on leaving Rockland to go to the
the burning. It was announced about his magic bowling hat last
burning speed of
Shouldn't
we
have
a
conference,
ed in the living- here. Those Americans who wish 7 oclock. prayer meeting.
sanatorium was to be driven to
at that time by the scorer that a Monday night for it had mysteri pretty soon?
the fire as re
G- H. R.
Miss Pauline Smith has employroom of your to keep cur country at peace and
quired for daily
a place where he could see the
spare apiece for the team would ously disappeared and could not
home
that
is
sen

our boys from the war in Europe ment in Stoughton. Mass
changes in outside
old Vinalhaven which new lies at
win the last string for the Skip be found. All efforts to get the
sitive
at
all
times
temperature.
ash pit dampm
will see it as thelr duty to write
A large Christmas tree with Its pers and Jokingly they agreed to Captain to wear some other head NORTH HAVEN
her last berth in the Inner harbor
to changes in
These two dam
President Roosevelt, giving thelr many colored lights beautifies do it. Oene Hall, leading off. piece resulted in failure and his
room
temperature.
Your
local
Mrs Winona Brown and daugh at Rockland
__
_______
simultane

pers should work
coal dealer will gladly give you approval and support to hls speech Union Church lawn and adds much brought down the house when he red head glowed in the semi dark ter Ivaloo were Rockland visitors
Mr Lewis for years had mem
ously. When one is closed, the
'
to the spirit of Christmas.
more information aDout these at Chatauqua, N Y.
other should be open. In
got a pair, and each man follow ness of the alley all thc evening, recently.
bership ln the local chapter of
damper ee-- *•
(8)
mild weather the check dam
ing managed to get his spare ex uncovered and unbowed, serving as
John Lermond motored Monday Knights of Pythias, and was ,a
cept Cap'n Skip who claims he a sort of will o’ the wisp beacon io Portland from Rockland, accom member of the I.OOF ot Ro-khasn't had a spare in three weeks. for the faltering Skippers, luring panied by his sister Mrs. Carrie land. He played the barltcne horn
But the big strings of the Goose them to certain destruction and Nicholas of Rockland.
in the band which wa.s organized
fi
in the first two stanzas was enough slow death by skinning. One sec
tn North Haven in 19C8, and will h
The Baptist services Sunday wlll
to assure Ganders the match, but tion of cuticle removed each week.
carried on successiully for several
THE LATEST VOGUE IN
fi
be
conducted
by
Rev.
V.
W.
Dyer
Gene Hall is telling all comers that The score:
years under thc leadership of R B.
Goose Oreased Ganders—Little of Waterville. Morning worship Ingraham ard H. D. Farnham cf
if the Skippers can only get to
clicking for an evening as they field, 253; Grimes. 279; Sanborn, wlil be at 11 and Sunday School at Rockland.
10. The evening service at 7.30
did on that last string the Oanders 268; Shields. 267; Goose Arey, 326;
Surviving Mr. Lewis are his
will be conducted by the young
For Men and Women
fi
are going to get the surprise of total, 1393.
mother Mis. Oeorge L. lewis, two
Scupper Scuttled Skippers—Hall, people.
their pampered lives.
brothers James A., ar.d H. Altm.
&
With Paper and Envelopes to match
There is a report that some more 242; Peterson. 271; Drew, 273; Limar K. Lewis
and two nephews James Mills a d
dark horses will appear on the Poole. 308; Skip Arey, 255; total,
Paul Crabtree Lewis. The funeral
The
news
of
the
death
of
Lamar
Your name and address or monogram printed
track at the next meeting of the 1348
K. Lewis of North Haven, which which was corctu-ter’ by Rev Ken
S
on each
occurred early ln the morning of neth Cook of Vi: aKiavcn a' thc
fi
Dec. 9 at the Western Maine San village church was well attended.
In Several Designs and Colors of Ink and Paper
atorium ln Hebron, brought keen The Knights and Sisterhood rf
ti
regret to his many friends. Hls the Pythian Order were present
Printed on Folded or Flat Sheets
fi
death came after a long illness ln body. The unusually beautiful
fi
which he bore with unflinching floral o'.splay testifi''d to the escourage. and without complaint, J teem In which Mr. Lewis was held
fi
He had been at the sanatorium by his townspeople. Thc bearers
fi
only flve weeks at the time of his were Herman 'W. Crockett, Leon
fi
B. Stone. William F. Cooper and
death.
Mr Lewis, oldest sen of George , Clarence E Waterman. Interment
—s
F. ar.d Mary Mills Lewis was a was ln the lamily lot In Crabtree
life long resident of North Haven cemetery.
H. A. L.
where he was born in 1886 He was
educated in the town schools, and
had worked in the various occu CLARK ISLAND
pations which the industry of the
Maurice Jcnes .> ts been con
town offered. He worked as a fined to l’.is home icr three weeks
young man in the local stores, and with an infected 'irger. He is be
later for Summer residents. In ing attended by Dr. B-own.
his last active years, he carried
Bcyd Morse and Hatrlson C. ion the dairy business of his father
who died in 1931. During several bath of New Ycrk formerly of this
months of the World War, he place were vis ers here for sev
worked ln the ship yards in Bath. eral days. They .-?( i.-.ed Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs Lew s Taylor of
Mr. Lewis was a man of high
Makes an excellent and useful Christmas or
courage,
and
uncompromising Long Cove and Rev. Mr McLain
honesty, and was faithful and de of Thcmaston were recent callets
Birthday Gift
pendable in every undertaking. He on Mr itr.d Mr.- Chilles But!«r.
James Harrison i in ill health.
possessed a memory of singular
Wrapped in attractive gift boxes at prices from

This group visited Rockland
Tuesday making the trip in Capt.
Ed. Robinson's large motor boat.
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth Cook,
daughter Lois. Mrs. Vaughn John
son and daughter Dorothy, Mary
Johnson. Orace Rcbinson, 'Capt.
Ed. Robinson and Ralph Robinson.
Mr and Mrs Ralph Brown en
tertained The Little Tailors Wed
nesday a turkey supper being
served after which a social eve
ning was enjoyed
The Christian Endeavor chap
eroned by Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth
Cook recently made a trip to
North Haven where they were
guests of the organization there.
The service being conducted by
the hosts. Lynch was served. This
is the flrst time these societies
have had a get-to-gethcr. It is
hoped that in the near future the
meeting will be here, compliment
ing North Haven.
For the Christmas tree at Mar
guerite Chapter O.ES Monday
night, members are asked to take
a 10-cent gift, Pequoit Tribe, I. O.
R. M. will hold a Christmas party
ln Red Men’s hall Dec. 20 at 7
o'clock for members and chllflren
Members without children are re
quested to take some child not over
10 years of age A Christmas tree
will be provided and Santa Claus
has been invited A gift will be
on the tree for each child under
10 years of age Singing of Christ
I-e-ft to right; Edna Marshall, Shepherd; Vernon Hunter, Peasant;
mas carols and appropriate games Percle Hunter, Joseph; Esther Hall, Mary; Vestina Flake, Shepherd; Louise
wlll feature the entertainment. The Littlefield, Peasant.
—Photo by Dow.
affair ls under direction of a com
The pupils of the Rockville Dolly and I, Esther Hall; Merry
mittee; W. H Ingerson. C. M F
Ames. Hollis Burgess. L. A. Maker, chool. taught by Mrs. Margaret
Christmas Riddle. Vernon Hunter;
and O. V. Drew Members who dc-logj-,presented an ambitious Christmas Stars, Edna Marshall;
sire further information may con
tact any of the committee. The Christmas prcgram at the church 8llent Nlght school; I Saved My
party will he from 7 to 9 o'clock. Friday night under the direction Cake for Santa, Louise Littlefield;
of Mrs. A B Cooper, music teacher. And Christmas Candles Welcome
Tonight there will be a party ln
before a large attendance of par- You. Janice Lofman, Esther Hall,
Red Men's hall for children of 14
Vestina Fiske, Louis Littlefield, ana
yMrs ,,nd under These attend'ng ,ents and frlends
The program included: Greet- Jennie Marshall.
are asked to taxe a box lunen and
ing. Craig Korpinen; Happy ChristThe entertainment closed with a
10 cen's. Cnaperons are Hazel
mas, Ralph Marshall; Christmas Christmas song play, Jeanette-IsaDyer. Elva T<ele Rita Greenlaw Cards. Vestina Fske; song. Before bella. In costume, presenting the
Williams Committee cn arrange Christmas, sdhool; Pussy and tableaux, the First Christmas.
ments. W. H. Ingerson. George

GlllttOnS Fof Grief
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PARK THEATRE SUNDAY-MONDAY

PERSONAL STATIONERY *

PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75 per box
Postage 15c Extra

See this full line of samples at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

High-powered screen ente.tainment is promised with "Charter Pilot."
Oliver Hardy and Stan Laurel turn up as a musieal duo in a horn far
thrilling 20lh Century-Fox film, with Lloyd Nolan starred and Lynn Bari
featured opposite him at the head of a fine cast. Fast and funny from tory but the work is far from soothing and it causes riotously funny results
the start. ’’Charter Pilot" has these ever-scrapping sweethearts battle not which highlight the action of “Saps At Sea," Hal Roach's new screen
only each other but sabotage in the skies.
' niirtliquake.

What B etter Guarantee than
35 Years on the Market!
COTE’S MAGIC WATER
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Camden High School Has Dramatic Talent
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Twenty members were present j
Monday at the meeting of the Beta '
Alpha Christmas sewing occupied
the time. During the business
meeting Mrs. Ruby Hall was ap- I
pointed secretary to take the place j
of Mrs. May Condon, who, with her j
family, is leaving this month to
join Mr. Ccndon in Fairhaven. I
Mass. The next meeting will be
Jan. 13, at which time the Christ- I
mas party will be held. Each mem- J
ber is asked to take a gift for the
tree and a box lunch.
Mrs. Carl Gray was hostess to
the Baptist CA.C. Monday night
for a delightful Christmas party.,
Her home was beautifully decorat
ed with poinsettias and pine, with
silver stars scattered about. A
snowman and a Santa Claus also
added to the festive air. Following
a talk and Bible lesson by Mrs.
Oray, the boys enjoyed a social
evening. Refreshments were served,
the dining room being most attrac
tively decorated all in blue. It was
decided to hold the C.A.C. Christ
mas party Dec. 16 at the vestry.
The World Wide Guild Girls have
been invited and each girl and
boy attending is requested totake a
Joke gift for the tree.
At a meeting of the Baptist
Church School Council Wednesday
night it was planned to hold the
Church Christmas tree and party
Dec 23 at 7 o'clock
The Baptist Mission Circle meets
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock at
the home of Mrs Elizabeth Walsh

,
The Friendly Club will meet at
the Methodist vestry Wednesday
night to pack Christmas boxes.
Mias Christine Moore leaves to
day to go to Boston lor a while,
planning to go later to New York
for a visit.
Thursday Club met at the home
of Mrs W B D. Oray this week
with three tables in play. Prizes
were awarded Mrs. Charles Smith.
Mrs. Weston Young and Mrs. Edward T. Dornan. Mrs. Dornan will
entertain the club at a Christmas
party next Thursday night at her
'
home.
Beta Alpha meets Wednesday
at 2 o'clock at the vestry to pack
Christmas baskets.
For community Christmas giv
ing. boxes are placed in various
stores in town for contributions
in any sum. Miss Mary McPhail
and Miss Jessie Stewart have al
so been designated to receive any
contributions for this neighborly
purpose.
Freeland Delano returns today
to Bath after a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Louis A Hanley.
Neighbor Night was observed
Wednesday at Grace Chapter,
OE.S. with 75 members and guests
present. Following the business
session a program was present
ed including: A tenor solo by Al
fred M. Strout of Grace Chapter;
remarks by Mrs. Marguerite Jay
son, Grand Adah, and a memw-r of
Fond-du-lac Chapter, Washington;
remarks by Mrs. Belle Frost of
Goldenrod Chapter of Rockland;
readings by Mrs. Orra Burns of
Harbor Light Chapter; humorous
readings by Mrs. Ida Stevens of
Ivy Chapter; Scottish songs by
William Imlach and Gilbert Auld
of Naomi Chapter, with Mrs, Auld
accompanying at. the piano; Jokes.
Mr. and Mis. Vn:an Hannan o.
Chantor
rothment;
Orient
Chapter.
Refreshments
were served by Hollis Harrington.
Charles Knights. Alfred Strout,
Edgar Libby and Laurence Perry.
Christmas decorations were ar
ranged by Mrs. Faye Stetson

Realm
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SHIRLEY T. W1U .1AMS
Correspondent
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Ay Gladyi Si. Clair Htislad

One of the most heartening the notes of a hymn each day at
things in local musical circles that noon. Sponsors of the plan said
has come to my attention is learn- the chimes will remind "all who
lng that two choral and Instruc- hear to pray individually for the
ticn organizations are being formed, end of hostilities in warring lands."
to be under the direction of our
•
....
own Lotte McLaughlin. It was a
The 1942-41 season of the Ban
great disappointment that the
gor Symphony Orchestra officially
federal irrouo with which Mi's
.. .
«...
, . .
, .
opened with a concert last WedMcLaughlin had done such im,
. , , ,,
, .
. . ’Or?, ,hod. .t .
..
nesday night, the occasion featurrwrtont
portant nwork
had to be HicAnn.
discon
lng a three-fold program. There
tinued In this group she was not
were musical commemorations of
only developing talent but build
the centenary of Tschaikovsky and
ing a real love of chorus singing
of the 75th birthda. Of Sibelius
and an understanding of music
which fell on Dec. 8; Emily Roose
for its own sake.
velt, celebrated soprano was solo
I recall the final concert of the
ist; and the orchestra set a fine
federal group—it was an eloquent
...
. .v
, j , standard for Its beginning of the
demonstration of the splendid ....
,
.
,
...
,
. ,
. ..
45th year of symphony concerts in
work being done, and also of the
„
. .. , , . ...
,
Bangor. The Eastern Maine Fesfine spirit of friendliness and co- .. , _.
. , .
v.
,
.7
...
, . . , .
tival Chorus presented two choral
operation that existed between the
. ..
.
_ ,
,
.
. ...
,
... numbers—both bv Tschaikovsky:
members and Miss McLaughlin.'-.
, _
.
„
... .
, v
The glamorous ballroom scene
With the two clubs now n
from the opera Eugene Onegin, and
process of organization, it Is pos- Immorta,
a
sible for even greater things to be
adapted and
accomplished One of the things
Rlchards Gajnfs Adelbert
hope will ultimately come forth, WeUs g
ccnducts both of.
is a sizable and capable chorus, chMtra and phorus Jn thp phorus
for this is something Iteckland; unl, (rom thp Universi(y of Malnc
and vicinity have lacked for sevwas noted the name of Betty Me„.yea”.
Wi. .
.
u . Alary of Rockland.
Miss McLaughlin is equipped to
cope with any situation—she has J
• • • •
had extensive church experience,, Katherine Harris writes from
concert and theatre activities, Baltimore telling of the success
coaching in opera, diction in dlf- The Curtis String Quartet scored
ferent languages —all against a I in a recent concert in that city,
background of careful training. Richard Goodman, known to Rockboth at the New England Con- port's music colony, was assisting
servatory of Music and later with artist in Brahm's "Piano Quintet
important voice teachers, one of j in F. Minor," Mr. Goodman, a
whom has been Frank Bibb, dis- Baltimorean, who has won several
tinguished coach-accompanLst. We prizes and fellowships, is known
are most fortunate in having Miss , both for solo and ensemble playMcLaughlin here to undertake ,ing.
such work, and it is our earnest
• • • •
hope—and expectation—that tiiese
Miss Harris also wrote enthusi
new groups will grow to important
size in both number and accom astically of Mine Elizabeth Schu
mann’s recent Town Hall IN. Y.)
plishment.
recital. In this connection I had
already noted Musical America's
In the Bangor Dally News Os review of this concert, which
car Shepherd writes a column en- speaks of Mme. Schumann’s "extitled "8potlight News
I a:n qUisite artistry as a Lieder singer."
quoting from a recent issue as it o,le comment was: "Only a muslhas local Interest
cjan
tj^e keenest imagination
Recently we pointed out that and perception could have illumined
the title role In Romantic Mi a proglanl Sucli as this with the
Dickens. now opening in New charm, subtlety and human wlsYork. is taken by Robert Keith— d0!n wbich Mme. Shumann put'
an actor familiar to all patrons of | jnt0 j,er ;inging in coloring and
Maine's Lakewood Theatre
A spinning out tones, in purity and
friend writes in to say that Law- perfection of diction, in beautifully
rence Fletcher, who also has an j
phrasing, her sing was eximportant part, was once leading emplary. Time has taken heavy
man of the now decea'ed Jeffer- toil in volume and range, from hei
son Theatre In Portland In ,liei voice, but even so, her dramatic
dajs when It played stock Mar- feeling and dynamic approach gives
shall Bradford, also in the com- her performances a power far bepany. was likewise connected with VOnd the intrinsic capabilities of the
the Jefferson—but at another voicc Most recitals one forgets as
period cf its slightly hectic career. ( soon as tbey are over. recitals like
He was the husband of Adelyn this one stay in the memory."
Bushne.l a gifted actress, whose
wuubc i L€0 RosenCk ajso came in fOr a
home is in Thomaston. Her com- big ghare of prBlae_..Leo Rcsenek'S
pany was the best, at least for a accompaniments were so perfectly a
time, that ever attempted uncer part of Mine Schumann's singing
tain fortune as one of the Jeffer that cne took it as a matter of
son's stock organizations "
course that she shared the ap
• • • •
Wv nken ue
ile Worrip
nrinled me
the nrsi
fir'!
plause with him.”
wynxen
worae printed
I so well recall Mme. Schumann's known set of Christmas Carols.
Until peace returns to the world,
the chimes atop Monongahela’s 'inging in a’Rockport concert last
i Pa.) Methodist Church will peal Bummer. It was a never to be forTHE CHRISTMAS STAR
a

Cast of Camden High School Senior play. “O".- Mad Night." Front row. left to right: Miss Ethel
Oliver the coach. Pauline True, Marjorie Herrick, Giai.ia Galanti, Pauline Leo, Muriel Young, Mary Thurlow,
Joan Setter. Second row: Jenness Eugley. Robert Merchant, Frank .Milliken, James Wentworth, Alan John
son, Peter Sparta, Ralph Young,
—Photo by Cullen.

Romance! Mystery! Humor!
less. Don was ignorant of the fact, j Don Cutter, a young playwright,
This was all contained in One and t;le audiel'ce had a riotous time Ralph Young: Wing, his Chinese
Mad Night" which the Senior’s of
inmates was Lucille. IVaIet'
Johnaon: Wsc,Ua’ wh0
Camden High successfully pre.ent- a beautiful girl with an amazing knite- Muriel Young; Lady Maced on Friday the 13th. at Camden story of persecution and intrigue, beth, a victim cf Shakespeare. Joan
Opera House.
Con was about to rescue her when Setter; John Alden, who hunts InDon Cutter, a playwright, accom- his fiancee and her mother put in dians, Jenness Eugley; Mr. Hyde, a
Panied b>’ Wing, his proverb-quot- an appearance with their maid. De- ferocious villain. Robert Merchant;
ing chinese valet. went “>the Cut" Pression----- one of the funniest Dr. Bunn, who is In charge. Peter
ter mansion- a l0«e!y ”<”*e >n 111(1 cc:°red characters in years From Sparta: Lucille Marcy, a damsel in
hills- 10 complete his latest play In this point, everything happened- distress, Glanina Galanti; Mrs
peace and quiet. The house had ghests—screaming women—dslap- Kluck, the housekeeper, Pauline
been deserted for years, a series of pearing guests—and, for a climax True; Gertrude Finch, Don's fiancee.
mysterious murders having given an escaped murderer fleeing for his Marjorie Herrick; Mrs T. Ashingit the reputation of being haunted 1 life Don succeeded in rescuing the ton Finch, her mother. Mary ThurYou can imagine Don astonish- lovely Lucille from a sinister fate low; Depression, their colored maid
ment when he found the house but only after a series of thrllllngly Pauline Leo; Artemus Burke, a
tpnaut,.d by a ,lll;nb(,:.
y funny escapades.
lawyer, Frank Milliken; Danny
strange people. including "John
Ab the curtain fell, the large au Siletto, wanted for murder, James
Alden." "Priseil I," "Mr Hyde." dience. weak frem laughter, was Wentworth; Miss Ethel Oliver, di
and "Lady Macbeth." lunatic.- un- ready to admit that ' One Mad rector "parfaite."
Miss Patricia Hatch, prompter;
der the care of Dr. Bunn, whose Night" was the last word in rapld| home nearby had burned down, l.re hilarity The cast in the or Carl Piper and Douglass Kelley,
stage managers.
j Although they were quite harm- der of appearance was:

Carter, Mrs. Harriet P Whitney,
Mrs. Leila W Smalley. Mrs. Josephine W Stone. Miss Margaret G.
'
MlM Hp;en Carr
,

..

„
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Rita c Smith. Miss Blanche Raysor, Miss Jessie M. Stewart. Miss
Mary McPhail. Miss Christine
Moore, Miss Jessie Crawford, Miss
Tel. 713
Sarah Carleton, Miss Barbara
Batchelder. Miss Maigaret Higg.ns
The Baptist Chadavae Club will
Miss Mildred Demmons. Mi's Jane
meet Monday night at the parlors
I Miller and Miss Dorethy Starrett,
to make plans for a Christmas
Students' Musicianship
tree and oaskets. Ethel Campbel!
The High School orchestra pre- and jCorinne Jordan, as hostesses
i sented this program in creditable ' wifi serve refreshments,
Mr and Mrs. Henry E. Collins cf
manner at the meeting cf Parent-Teacher
Association
held Cambridge. Ma. . were recent
1 Thursday at the High School au- .nests of Rev and Mn Weston P.
I dltorium:
Ensemble On Parade."
Zameenlk
Piano duet—Pcl.sh dance Scharwenka
Sally Oray. Beverly Kirkpatrick
Violin duet Under the Mistletoe.
Virginia Fcater Alma Leach
accompanied by Leona Frisbee

sion of canned goods, foodstuffs,
money, etc., will be appreciated
This is the eighth annual show
of its kind made possible through
the generosity of Samuel Kurson Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Warner
Brothers and the Lions. At in
termission. the Dandylions will sell
home-made candles.
A housewarming in the form of
a pleasant surprise party by rela
tives and neighbors was tendered
Thursday night to Mrs Nora Cotta
at her newly-built home on Mt
Battie street. An attractive table
lamp and set of cutlery were presenUd “ K‘rtsu from,
mwr>
Mrs
““ B"‘
rill. Mrs. Annie Merchant. Mrs
Carrie Clancy. Mrs. Helen Pavson,
Mrs Hester Wadsworth Mrs Alice
LlbbJ.. Mrs Irene Hansen Mrs
Adria Dailev. Mrs. Florence Dailey,
Mrs. Roxie Whitehouse. Mrs. Eva
Hansen. Mrs. Thelma Young and
Mrs. Adelyn Dean. A dainty re
past was served and a social eve
ning enjoyed.
"A Radiant Certainty." will be
the title of the sermon to be given
Sunday at 1030, by Rev Weston P
Holman of the Methodist Church.
Music will be under the direction
of Mrs. Alfred Wiiman.
Bible
Classes and Church School will
convene at 1145 in charge A Mrs
Stella McRae Happy Hou* Service
at 7 o'clock. Praise service with a
talk by the pastor entitled "Broken
Plecees" and a solo by Mrs. Weston
P Holman will be enjoyed. Church
Night Service will be In the vestry
Thursday at 7 o'clock and the
usual Chcir rehearsal Friday night
at 7.30.
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BOYNTON-McKAY DRUG CO., INC.
CAMDEN, MAINE

A complete, fresh assortment of

CHRISTMAS CANDIES

S. E. EATON

St. Qcorge's Church, Long Cove. ?-•

Copper Kettle.—adv.

|

Beautifully packaged from 25c to $5.00
By

WHITMAN and GOBELIN

r

6.1 cu. ft. size
FULLY-FITTED

FRIGIDAIRE

*118.50
Brand New Model—at the lowest

price in history tor a Frigidaire with
oil these features:

MODEL S-6

COME IN ANO SEE ITEASY TERMS

• Super-Powered Meter-Miser
• Double-Easy Quickube Trays
with Automatic Tray Release
and Instant Cube Release
• Double-Width Dessert Tray
• Frozen Food Storage
• Cold Storage Tray
• Big, Sliding Hydrator
• 5-Year Protection Plan
and many others

ROCKLAND SALES AND SERVICE
445 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 738-W
148«fel50

|

High la the heavens a single star.
Of pure, imperishable light:
Out on the desert strange and far
Dim rider* riding through the night; ,
Above a hilltop sudden song
Llke silver trumpets down the sky— •
And all to welcome One so young
He scarce cculd lift a cry!
Stars rise and set. that star shines on
Smgs fail, but still that music beats
Through all the ages come and gone.
In lane and held and city streets.
And we who catch the Chris.mas
gleam.
Watching with children on the hill
We know, we knew It is no dream
He stands among us still!
—By Nancy Byrd Turner

Notices of Appointment

Cluistinas
Special!

NOW IS THE TIME!

150-8-158

confined to the house as the re
sult of injuries received in a fall
on the icy street near her home
Saturday.
Tlie Methodist Ladies' Aid held a
LIDA G CHAMPNEY
successful fair and supper Wednes
Correspondent
day at the vestry. The tables were
aft
well patronized. The Junior LaTel. 2229
diej' Aid had un attractive display
of fancy work.
Rev. H. I. Holt, who occupied the
Mr. and Mrs. Lester P. Shibles
pulpit at the Damariscotta Baptist anil Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Clough
Church last Sunday, will preach attended the Maine Poultry Exhibit
there again tomorrow.
Thursday in Portland.
A French Club was organized at
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples, Mrs.
the High School Thu-sday, of
which all pupils in the French 1st Orra Burns, Miss Helena Upham
and 2d classes became members. and Mrs. Louise Holbrook of Har
Richard Thomas of the faculty was bor Light Chapter, OE.S. attended
in charge. Officers elected were: the meeting of Grace Chapter
Wednesday in Thomaston. It was
Harold Hall, President; Maynard
Ingraham, Jr, vice president; Ger a neighborhood party, with each
ald Richards, secretary. A pro visiting chapter contributing one
number on the program. Mrs.
gram was enjoyed, in which the
Burns gave a reading.
French 2d class gave Interesting
The.Trvtchelp Club will meet at
talks on Flench holidays. Beano
was played using French numbers, the Baptist vestry Monday for a
after which a joke Christmas tree covered dish supper, after which a
was held and refreshments served. quilt will be tacked.
Marvin Welt entertained a group
At the Methodist Church Sun
day, Rev. F. Ernest Smith will use cf friends Tuesday afternoon at a
as sermon subject at the 'll o'clock birthday party. Games were played
service of worship, "Making Prepa and cake and ice cream were served.
rations" and at the 7 p. m. service, Those present were Arlene Daucett, Elinor Auspland, Helen Young,
"Beautiful Christmas Stories."
Schools closed Friday with spe Dottie Graffam, Carolyn Graffam,
cial Christmas programs being car Edward Auspland, Verne Smith,
Gerald Thibodeau, Alphonso Eaton,
ried out in the grades.
Mrs. Charles A. Cavanaugh Is Jr., Billy Lermond, Walter Lermond and the hest.
Mrs. Wilma Rhodes was hostess
gotten experience—the most perfect
to the Dandylions Tuesday at a
vocal artistry I have ever heard.
1 covered dish supper. At the busi.. i „„„ , u j
.
1 ness session plans were made for
Chistmas is near at hand and
,u Clubs
r.i u. Christmas
.
i
, soon
...
the
work,
we shall be hearing the familiar
and well-loved carols—not only
Services Sunday at the Baptist
hearing but participating in the Church. Rev C. Vaughn Overman,
singing of them, we hope SomeWorship at lk o'clock with
how with the world in such a iKermon -’ ubj^'t ’Unto One of the
chaotic state it seems all the more
01 Ehese, Church School at
important that we sing carols and iI2: Christian Endeavor at C. with
Christmas hymns this year in the I Al1'el Ycu‘* of «otkla"d “ guest
great hope that the spirit of the ^eaker 1 ‘,'ieni“K w*>rsh‘P at 7
Child Jesus embodied therein will
Weidman will enreach far out and strike a spark,lerUin ,t,ht
Aid
that may bring peace on earth once at an all day session at her home
and In the evening she will be hos
more.
I have been reading much lately tess to the Johnson Society.
Lester P. Shibles and Mrs. Diana
about Christmas carols—there Is
Pitts attended the meeting of the
an amazing wealth of carols and
Colby Club held Wednesday night
folksongs from the various lands.
at the Copper Kettle in Rockland.
I discovered that the oldest known
At the business session the forcarol In Norman French, in a 13th
t. <
« i mer was elected vice president and
century manuscript. It is a song of .. , ..
x.
____ ____
.
..
, .
, ,
the latter was chosen representafestivity, urging the lords of the
tive to the Alumnae Council.
castle to drink in honor of Christ
mas; and it ends with the old
Grape juice will turn brown and
Sbxon word “Wesseyl,” which change flavor if not properly sealed
everyone will recognize as the
away from air.
"Wassail" of later times
The
services of the ancient church were
Four-fifths of the metals now
in Latin, at that time the common produced in Peru are I rem Ameri
language of the well-educated of all can owned mines.
countries.
The unlettered common people
__________ ____ __ . , ., ,
z1..
ui . ,
Marrv women step In front of
found it impossible to learn more
store windows merely to reflect.
Latin than was needed to repeat
the responses, and consequently un
derstood their religion very lm-,
Probate Notices
perfectly. To remedy this, the ’
STATE OF MAINE
clergy composed and played simple | To all per'ons Interested In either
dramas illustrating events in the ol the estates hereinafter named:
.
j
,
.u
At a Probate Court held at Hocklife Of OUr Lord. In these plays ;and J„ an(j jPr the County of Knox,
simple songs were sung, or their ln the 19th day of November in the
7
.. .
j
vear of our Lord one thousand nine
words recited, and it is from tne hundrcl and forty ard bv Mjovnverses in praise of Christ that the ment fnm dav to day f—m ui- ’*»n
most beautiful and characteristic mutera havin’ been nre»entej ■ : ie
licarols have come. The folk saw in action
Jesus not only their Saviour, but
That notice there if o< ylven to 2ll
also a baby; so they sang to him as '
c**' beV oi >, ln« a • ?yo
they would have done to an ordinary , week* successively in The c c
child, adding a few words of praise
**tb;/r
to him as the Christ Child. In 1521 appear at a Probate Court to be livid

Music

The Good Cheer Class meets
Tuesday at the home of Mia Helen
Rah a. which time there will be
j saxophone^ZssxophobTa
_
Weldoeft aa joke Christmas Tree.
Clarinet duet—Over the Waves RosaMr. and Mrs. J. Hugh Mont
Violin solo-Caprice Gavotte. Fi^chel
gomery spent Friday in Portland.
Trio—Away In A Manger.
Leona Frisbee. Betty Fales, Buddy Fales
Mrs. Hamilton Hall is spending
I Quest) Miss LuceNazareth.
Gorenod a few days in New York City.
Sound PllmMrs. Helen Montgomery and
How to Listen.
Schti
He
Mrs. Priscilla Jameson entertained
The Symphony.
Tuesday, at the home of Mrs.
Program chairman ws
Ph Montgomery, in honor of the comRichards; director. Mrs. R E. San- | ing marr.age of Mus Helen
born; counselor. Miss Bertha Li; ». Staples to Larry Sleeper of OsterA delightful
II During
” the business sesdun ville. Cape Cod.
which was conducted by Garnold luncheon of three courses was
Coie pr,.<deu:. it was unarimetu- served, with red carnations as
ly voted to adcat the plan o' hav- I centerpieces.
A
miscellaneous
i;i? a rcom xother t0
selected shower was alsa given Miss Staples.
{icm eaci. trare by the teacher cf Others present were Mrs Virginia
..
.wrs, Virginia
that grace. These room mothers Haddock. Mrs. Cynthia Rich. Mrs.
would assist In programs and other Kocks. Mrs. Ruth Pullen. Mrs
problems that might arise. The Betty Foxwell, Mrs. Agnes Witham.
plan was proposed bv Mrs. Ruth : Mrs. Lucille Hary, Mrs. Patricia
E. Sanborn, music supervisor. The Rich. Mrs. Emmie Hall. Mrs. Beu
sophomore class won the after lah Tirrell and Mrs. Hart-Davis.
Britain announces it has
A Christmas Tea
dance banner.
Mrs. Theresa Mathews. Mrs. Ann
shortage of toys.
Mrs. Stephen Lavender and Mrs.
A short talk stressing the lm- Proctor and Mrs. Nerita Wight
William Brooks were hostesses at portance of joining the Maine were invited but were unable to
Before the 49 gold rush. North
a Christmas tea held Friday at the Congress of Parents and Teachers ■ be present.
Carolina was the nation's leading
home of the latte" The t -ble was was given by Mrs. Charles H StenThere will be no meeting of the
attractive with lace cloth, sliver ger of Friendship, representing Elm Street Reading Club until gold producer.
service and centerpiece of red car- j that State organization,
I after Christmas.
wcwMwawcwcwew’MK'a
nations and holly in a silver bowl,
Activities at Community Hos y
In the Churches
between silver holders bearing
pital: Mrs. Hazel Stuber and Mrs. p
!’
St Bernard's Catholic Church,
lighted red tapers. Mrs. Allyne
Esther Ferrin are surgical patients. , V
Peabody and Mrs. Frederick Den Rcckland. Mass at 8 a. m. and Mrs Melvell Dearborn and infant :B
1045 a. m.
nison poured
on have returned to Lincolnville g
Hiose invited were Mr Gilmore l Federated Church. Sunday School BParh and Herbert Hard
f R
,g
e.
Mrs.
J.
W.
Lundia
ai.dlat
9
45.
morning
worship
a,
1!
wiU
go home Sunday.
* j!
W. Soule
Mrs. Thomas C Stone of Rock’and. The sermon subject i., the third in
A barge of coal is being dis- V
Mrs. Charles Creighton. Mrs. James a series prepared for the Adv. nt
charged at the wharf of P. G. Wil- [!
John Cre'ghtan, Season. "The Nekd aid Tiie P.omE. Creighton.
ley this weekend.
■
Mrs. Richard O Elliot, Mrs. Frank lse," The anthem fcr the morniii:;
The Monday Club meets this j I
D. Elliot, Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot, Mrs. te "Ho, Everyone That Thlrsteth," week w.th Mrs. Georgia Wiley.
|
Robert Walsh, Mrs. Frank Colla by Lorenz. Epworth League meets
Mrs. Willis Hart is confined to S
more, Mrs. Oliver Cushing, Mrs. at 6 o'clock. The subject for the the Taylor Hospital. Ridley Park. I ^Le‘ Mrs' Smith P*™"*11?
Bernard Libbey. Mrs. Hubert F. evening service at 7 o'clock Is "A Penn , as result of a broken hip 5 help you make your selections
Leach. Mrs. Donald F. Perrcn, Mrs | Missionary’s Letters."
jg for christmas from her new
Percy E. Demmons, Mrs. Alvah J. ' Baptist Church. Sundav School □stained in a fall
Mrs Mabel Weymouth will spend 1
Lineken, Mrs. Frederick Burgess. at 8 45 worshlp at K
chU.
i ext week with her aunt in Bel- $ and
lin<' of Coppers,
Mrs. Edw,n Young, Mrs. Albert P. dren's story is entitled "Bright Tin■nont.
j
y
Potteries,
Woodcrafts,
Candles,
Heald, Mrs. Guy K 1^.mor.d .Mis
and
subject of the serAt the Baptist Church worship I Jewe|ly, Toys, Books, Cards,
Nicholas Anzaione. Mrs. Rodnev E nion js •The Hiding cf God's
Feyler, Mrs. Elmer S. Ingalls. Mrs. power."
Music will include a Sundav will be at 11 a. m. with ' K
Roland Ware. Mrs. E. R Moss, Mrs chora]e ..Jesu Jcy of Man s Dp_ music by the adult choir, and ser- j S and WraPP‘nKsClayton Staples, Mrs. J. Edward ' S;ring" from a cantata by J. S. I mon by Rev. W. F. Brown on the I 3
Elliot. Mrs Forest
Stone, M.s Bach A special offering will be subject "Who is Jesus?" The ■ V
GIFTS FOR MEN
J. Russeii Davis. Mis. Plnilp R taken at this service for the Aineri- church s hool convenes at 9.45. E
The
forum
meet
for
worship
and
5
Greenleaf, Mrs. Alfred M. Strout, can Bible Society. Chri-tlan EndeaMAIN STREET
M«. Robert K Mayo, Mrs. Kar. ; vor at 6 ts
charge of Waller d. ussion at 5 and 6 o'clock. The
CAMDEN, MAINE
Stetson, Mrs.‘Dana Stone, Mrs. Chapman and the toplc ls ' Stand. mid-week devotional meeting is
Norman Whitehlll, Mrs. Lawrence lng By .. Al 7
jor
,,vp. I held Thursday at 7.30. The CruCarroll. Mrs. Forrest E Grafton, i nlng service the p.L tor ha chospl, saders meet in the vestry Thurs- aiSiSikkBikkMiMtkMikkMikkkSiai
Mrs William Gjralton, M >. RCu- , tbe subject "The Wondor of God." dav aRer school.
ert Libby, Mrs. Garno'd Cole. Mrs The Junior Choir will sing "There's i The
Camden-Rockport Lions
J. Edward Marks, Mrs. Martha A Song In The Air, from a club wil1 sponsor a double feature
Christmas cantata by Holton. The show for the benefit of the Comobligato solo w il be sung by I niunity Christmas Boxes, C. ClemTIIE ANNUAL MEETING
WATER PIPES RENEWED
OF THE THOMASTON
Joanne Marion Vinal.
Alfred ent Smith being chairman. The
AND WIRED OUT
NATIONAL BANK
NEW SEWERS LAID
Notice Is hereby given that the An Strout will also sing at this serv- Ccmlque Theatre will be turned
nual Meeting of the Stockholders of ice "Come to Our Hearts Lord over to the Lions Dec. 22 the show
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
The Thomaston National Bank will ,
,, ,
. .
,
.
i
- „ , , ,
PLUGGED
be held at their hacking rooms on Jesus, by Ambrose, and tiie junior commencing at 3 oclock and con- 1
Tuesday. January 14. 1941. at 10 o'clock choir wi l sing several Christmas j tinuing until midnight.
Admis- ' SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
A M . for the purpose of fixing the
AND CEMENT WORK
~
—1
== |
number and electing a board of Di carols. The annual white gift serREPAIR CELLAR WALLS
rectors for the ensuing year, and for vice will be held at this time
At
2
30
p.
m
.
Evensong.
the transaction of any other business
that may legally come before them.
St. John's Church. At 9 a. m.
Per order.
Litany in Procession and Holy Eu
Sarah C. Linnell Hat Shop.
HAROLD F. DANA.
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
Cashier. charist.
Tailored and lace trim satin slips,
Thomaston, Maine, Dec. 14, 1940

Every-Olher-Uay

I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
bate for the County of Knox, ln the
State of Maine, hereby certify that in
the following estates the persons were
appointed Administrators. Executors.
Guardians and Conservators and on
the dates hereinafter named:
CHARLES B DAVIS lat«- of Ft
Oeorge. deceased. Stuart C Burgess
ol Rockland was appointed Admr
Nov 19. 1940 and qualified by filing
bond on same date
CORA E FOGERTY, late of Cush
ing. deceased
Nelson W Fogerty of
Cushing was appointed Admr. Nov.
19. 1940. and qualified by filing bond
on same date.
HENRY W STARRETT la»e of War
ren, deceased. Arthur E Starrett of
Warren was appointed Admr . Nov. 19.
1940. without bond
DETLORIE K LAW late of Union,
deceased. Frederick L Law of Whitefleld was appointed Admr., Nov. 19.
1940. without bond.
ANNIE ELIZABETH MURPHY, late
of Thomaston, deceased. Agnes Murphy
McAuliffe of Thomaston was appoint
ed Admx., Nov. 19. 1940. without bond.
NANNIE M. WHEELER. late of
Tenants Harbor, deceased
Maynard
M Wheeler of Camden N. J. was apnotnted F*r . Nov 19. 1940 and quali
fied bv filing bond on same date. Ed
ward C. Payson of Rockland was ap
pointed Agent in Maine
HORATIO D HALL, late of Rock
land, deceased Corn E Hall of Rock
land was appointed Exx . Nov. 19 l:.40
without bond.
ALICE R WALTER, late of Warren,
deceased. Ernest J Payson of War
ren was appointed Exr . Nov. 19, 1940.
without bond.
LLEWELLYN MANK. late of War
ren. deceased. Harry C Mark of Rock
land was appointed Exr . Nov. 19, 1940.
without bond.
CHARLES S. COBURN, late of War
ren. deceased Reta Patterson Coburn
of Warren was appointed Exx . Nov
19, 1940. without bond.
HELEN M SMITH, late of Thomast n. deceased. H. Nelson McDougall
of Portland was appointed Exr.. Nov.
19. 1940. and qualified by filing bond
on same date.
ETVERErT H PENNER of Thomas
ton. Alfred M. Strout of Thomaston
was appointed Conservator Nov. 19.
1940. and qualified by filing bond on
same date.
JANE P. WHITE, late of Rockland,
deceased. Gladys F. Packard of Rock
land was appointed Admx., Nov. 27.
1940. without bond.

Attest:.

CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Register
144-S-150

‘l( said Rockland
on the
17th oclock
dav *'f
A D 1M0
at nln<
in the fcrenoon. and be heard thereon
if they see cause.
ABBIE F RICE, late of Thomaston,
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to The
Thimaaton National Bank of Thornnston and Frank W Robinson of
Ventura. Calif., they being the Executora named in said Will, without bond
I^NA S. SIMMONS, late of South
Thomaston, deceased.
Will and Pe
tition for Probate thereof, asking that
the same may be proved and allowed
and that letters of Administration
with the will annexed be issued to
Ava L MacDonald of Winthrop. Mass,,
or fome other suitable person, with
bond.
ESTATE WALTER E COIxSON, late
of R’ckland. deceased
First and
final account presented for allowance
by Minnie P Colson, Exx
ESTATE SIMON H WALL, late of
Rockport, decea-ed.
First and final
account pre-ented for allowance by
B. . • J W..
EE9TATE IRVINO DELANO, late of
Friendship, decea ed
Final account
presented for allowance by Melvin
Lawry. Admr.
ESTATE ANNIE M SIMMONS, late
of Rockland, deceased
First and
tinal account presented for allowance
by Cora L. Delano. Admx
ESTATE NELLIE E, BEAN, late of
Thrmaston. deceased First and final
account presented for allowance by
Harry Dow and Fannie Dow Exrs
ESTATE JOSEPH DONDIS. late of
R ickland. deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Ida Mae
Dondis of Rockland, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admx.,
without bond.
CHARLES S
BOWMAN
late of
Washington, deceased. Will and Pe
tition for Probate thereof, asking tliat
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary issue
to John Babb of Washington, he be
ing the Executor named in said Will,
with bond.
ESTATE MARCIA B ANDREWS. ofv
Camden
Petition for License to
Mortgage certain Real Estate, situated
in Camden and fully described ln said
Petition, pre un ted by Percy R Keller
of Camden. Gdn.
LIDA E WHITE, late of Vinalhaven.
deceased Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof, asking that the same
mav be proved and allowed and that
letter* testamentary Issued to Percy
A White of Vinalhaven, he being
the executor named in said will with
out bond.
ESTATE BELLE D. MacGRBGOR.
lat? of Rockport deceased
Petition
for License to Sell certain Real Estate,
situated in Rockport and fully described in said Petition, presented
by Charles F'. Dwlnal. Admr
MAGGIE B STOREY, late of Rock
land. dece. sed. W*ll and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Clar
ence E. Barnard of Rockland, lie be
ing the Executor named in said Will,
without bond.
ESTATE EDWARD F. CLEMENT,
late of Warren, deceased. First and
final account presented for allowance
by Stuart C Burgess, Admr.
ESTATE ALBERT D ATKINSON,
late of High Island, deceased
First
and final account presented for al
lowance by Frank H. Ingraham. Pub
lic Admr.
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Es
quire. Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County, Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Register.
144-S-150
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PLUG Ml MERE FOR

OClETY.

SPECIAL!
Through a timely purchase direct from the factories we are
privileged to offer the six items presented below at unprecedented
low prices.

THESE PRICES CANNOT BE DUPLICATED—THE SUPPLY
IS LIMITED—MAKE YOUR CHOICE NOW

NOTE THESE HIGHLIGHTS

This beautiful Sandwich-Toaster will delight any recipient.

fully chrome plated; has genuine walnut handles.

It's

Toasts two

full size pieces and makes either two or three decker sand

wiches.

Grills bacon; fries ham, eggs, chops, hotcakes.

1

Onlyjl .69
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A CHRISTMAS TABLEAU

This And That

Chose New Officers
Ralph Ulmer Camp and
Auxiliarv Square Away
For Another Year

The Joint inspection of the Ralnh
TJlmer Camp and Auxiliary, Rock
land. and the Freeman-Herrick
Camp and Auxiliary. U.S.W.V. of
Camden was held Wednesday night
at Legion hall, with Department
By K. S. F.
Commander Harry A. Heald and
Department Inspector Stephen H.
A stylist has said1 in 10 years ! Libby and Department President
Margaret A Barry, all of Portland,
people will laugh at present styles
as the Inspecting officers. Mrs.
in millinery. There are a lot who
Stephen H. Libby accompanied the
are 10 years ahead of the times,
department officers.
it would seem.
A delicious supper was served and
• • • •
gifts were presented to Department
The solar system of which the
President Barry by President Annie
earth is part, is moving toward a
Trundy of Rockland and President
point In the consteUatlon Hercules I
Camden ,n
with a velocity of about 12 miles
behalf of their respective Auxili
a second. Wonder if that may ex- aries.
plain this Winter’s early cold?
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
• • • •
That man they are alw’ays say had their election of officers for the
coming year.
ing was born with a silver spoon
For the Camp, Commander,
Miss Eleanor Spear was hostess
In his mouth has never made
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Howard left
George E. Cross; Senior Vice Com
Thursday night to G. T. Club. this morning fcr New York where
much of a stir yet, has he?
mander. William Graves; Junior
• • • •
Luncheon was served. Members they will spend the holidays w.th
Mary and the Christ Child, a tableau presented by the students of
present were Miss Marie Hilt, Miss their son Conrad.
Iloi'kland High School with Miss Norma Philbrick as Mary. This was □
Weighing less than one pound, Vice Commander, Albert Hastings;
part of the Christmas candlelight service at the Auditorium Friday the tick bird serves as a body- adjutant. George T. Stewart; quarMary Paladino, Mrs. Arnold An
afternoon.
—Photo by Cullen.
guard to the rhinoceros which I ‘"master Walter E. Weeks; patrlderson, Mrs. Austin Nelson and
P. P. Bicknell and Alfred C.
weighs several
several tons.
Miss Sylvia Laitinen.
tons. This
This bird
bird » ‘, nstructor' Joseph Bennett:
Hocking have been in Washington,
,
Mrs.
E.
D.
Epear
leaves
for
New
Miss
Gwendolyn
MacDonald
of
sights
danger
for
this
huge
ani
 historian. Harry Smith; surgeon. Dr.
A. W. Foss; chaplain. John S Ran
A farewell party in honor of D. C. this week on business.
; York Wednesday to spend the Bridgton is spending the Christ- mal.
lett:
officer of the day, Horace Vose;
Mrs. Leitha Atheam, who will go
Christmas week with her daugh- mas vacation as guest of her parMrs. Ira Wotton cf State street
to New Bedford, Mass., to reside,
ter, Mrs. Seth Low and family, ents, Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles MacHint—An easy way to remove | officer of the guard. Oeorge Miller;
was held Wednesday night at the has returned to her home after after which she will entrain for Dcnald.
fruit stains from linen Is to sergeant major, Alton W. Richards;
home of Mrs. Oordon Bowser .Ma spending some time at the New Florida, spending the Winter at
sponge first with. lemon juice, quartermaster sergeant, Ralph Do
------------------herty; color bearer, William Seavev;
sonic street. Bridge was enjoyed, England sanatorium and hospital
then wash with hot water.
Clearwater.
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
chief musician, Alfred E. Smith;
and luncheon served. Ouests were at MelTose, Mass.
Mrs. Robert Carey was a visitor
trustee,
George E. Cross.
Mrs. Millicent Burns of Waldoboro,
Now
they
have
found
a
way
to
Invitations are out for a Christ ! in Tenant's Harbor recently.
For tiie Auxiliary—President,
Mrs Merle Hill. Mrs Kay Young,
Mrs. Ruth Gurdy Bird enter mas dancing party at the Thoi n ■
color the plumage of chickens by
The
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mary B Weeks; Senior Vice PreslMrs.
Madeline Chaples,
Mrs. tained the Rug Club for work and dike ifotei. to be given by Mr. and
Charles Stackpole greets the com using artificial dyes in their food
Helen Seavey, Mrs. Ruth Huntley. with a most delightful 1 o'clock
So
look
out
for
brilliant
colored
denl
' °'lve c Barnes; Junior Vice
Mrs. Charles II Berry Tuesday ing holiday in a newly acquired coat
President, Carla S Kirk; chaplain.
Mrs. Evelyn Mosher and Miss luncheon yesterday, having as night.
hens along with the roosters.
i
of
white
paint.
Dorothy Choate.
Annie Trundy; patriotic instructor.
• • • •
special gutst Mrs. Howard G Phil------I Melviu Torpacka. son ot Mr. and
Ida Leonard; historian. Emma
brook who is spending tiie Christ
Ouide:
“
This
picture
is
200
years
File ids of the well-known and Mrs. Mathew Torpacka writes that
Don't forget to order that Helen mas season at her former home
Allen; conductor. Jessie Wall; aspopular twins. Nora Wilde and the Coast Guard boat Paunce on old and is worth $25 000 ”
C. English plum pudding from the with her family the W. O Pullers.
Visitor: "Oh. dear. One can istant conductor. Iatura Ranlett;
, Dora Crockett, formerly of this which he is stationed, has been
What Not Shop—going fast —adv.
city now of Winter Park, Fla., will taken over by the Navy to be used Just imagine how muclt it would guard. Nelia Vose; assistant guard.
Inez Bronkie; secretary. Ella Hy
Imported gifts being shown at be glad to learn that the former— as a submarine cnaser and mine cost if it were new;'
land; treasurer, Adah Roberts; mu.
• • • •
Mrs. Johnson's Hat Shop. Entire recently injured in an automobile sweeper in the Caribbean Sea off
Sunday and Monday stock at 10r; discount —adv
In a Boston store, matronly ap sician, Margie Thorndike.
I accident—is gaining fast. She is Scuth America.
The Installation of these officers
150-151 still confined to her bed in Florida
pearing
models show clothes in
Albert Hatjula Is making his
will take place in January, supper
' Sanitarium and Hospital, in Or- heme with his sister, Mrs. Fred tended for women with such fig
lando. where her sister visits her Anderson till February when he will ures. Is that so. and just what to be served by members of the
Auxiliary.
SAVE—BLY MOVIE ( IIECK
daily
Both are valued Educa- tesume his work at the Bath Iron do they mean by "such”?
• • • •
HOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS
tional Club members of proficiency Works.
Who wrote the following: "True CUSHING
-------Mrs. Mary Harju’.a, Mrs. Ellen
Mrs. Ero Blcm cf Criehaven Is Nelson, Miss Katherine Ollchrest, love is founded in rocks of re
Mrs Webb Barnes went Wed
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
visiting Mrs. Sadie Stimpson at, Mrs. Mildred Harjula and Mrs. membrance, in stone of forbear- nesday to Boston to meet Mr.
her apai tment on Cedar street.
: Fred Anderson motored to Port- ace and mortar of pain?" Was it Barnes whese ship arrived this
------| land last Saturday with Albert Lindsey?
week from Port Arthur, Texas.
• • • •
h stirring as
j Mrs. John Thompson entertained Harjula. The day was spent in
Mrs. Ada Lufkin is with her
LYNN BARI
Maine Council of Churches has
at bridge Friday afternoon with . shopping and supper was enjoyed
ill great stars!
sister. Mis Riley Davis for an in
ARLEEN WHELAN
prizes won by Mrs. Delilah Cun- j with relatives in Bath.
an enriching observance of the definite time.
From the
GEORGE MONTGOMERY
ningbum, Mrs. Arlene Anderson
Miss Helen Johnson cf Bath was Christmas season on a bulletin
lamed novel I
Mrs W. O. Maloney was a re
and Mrs Yvonne Burgess. Other guest last weekend cf her parents, that is for free distribution to
Tuesday and Wedneseday
guests were Miss Elizabeth Dona- Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Johnson,
help with the real Christmas cent visitor in Portland with htr
hue ,Mlss Abbie McDonald, Mrs
Miss Ina Anderson, student at spirit and keep the world in touch daughter. Mrs. Warren Knights of
Thomaston who called on Miss Ella
Olive Sylvester and Mrs Kathleen Maine School <>f Commerce. Ban- with the Christian celebration.
Maloney cf that city.
• • • •
Benscn.
gor Wi|| arrive home Dec. 20 for the
Mrs. Eula Coombs, daughter Mrs.
Here is a new one that Ameri
------Christmas vacation.
Methebesec Club was entertained
ml-s Agnes Johnsen of Rockland ca might practice with benefit. In Marten Ames and children Allen
jesterday at the home of Mrs. Min- visited Miss Arlene Nelson ‘ecently. India and China otters are taught and Louise were guests Monday of
tiie Rogers, with 20 members presMr J11(i M.-s. Eino Partinen cf to catch fish and also drive them relatives in Belfast.
ent who took donations of money i Bath were guests last weekend of into nets for their masters.
8. H. Olson has a crew of men
• • • •
and gifts for children. An excel- Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Nelson,
cutting pulpwocd on the Dr. Liliot
lent program was pre.- u ed. two
Jolly Toilers Girls and Beys'4-H
It is true that many schools In lot.
fine papers being read, Imper.al club met Dec. 5 at the heme of London have been destroyed but
ConradVEIDT • NAZIMOVi
W. O Maloney is confined to his
JFeNt BRfSSMT > Albert BASSERMAN1
China by Mrs. Alice Karl, and Miss Dorothy Johnson with the by doubling up and taking over home with grippe.
/ Fkille DORN ■ Bente CRAWVIllE
“Our Country and China” by Mrs.! leader Mrs Mildred Harjula. all other buildings. London is doing
A Christmas tree and concert are
TODAY
Irene Moran. Mrs. Rita Holder members and six visitors present a wonderful piece of work in un
to be held Friday night at Pleas
read
Chinese
poetry.
Mrs.
Regers
j
cocking
and
housekeeping
girls
THREE MESQUITEERS
cared for children to the number
NO$V PLAYING
showed an exhibit.on of beautifu. practiced vegetable cookery. Re- of 100.0C9. This is another of the ant Point School.
“UNDER TEXAS SKIES''
“DR. KILDARE'S CRISIS”
R E Stevens has returned to his
Chinese embroidery, carved ivory. f-el;iments were served by Miss bitter realities that will count up
work in Ayer, Mass., after a short
with
lacquered
bexi
and
other
article,-.
,
Johnson.
Plans
were
made
for
a
against Germany when the final
Give Movie Cheeks For Xmas
vacation at his home here.
LEW AYRES
cf artistic interest The next meet-1 jcl{e Christmas tree Dec. 19 at the reckoning comes.
Ing will be Dec. 27. in the tower ho!ne of Misses Sylvia and Hilda
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Morse have
LIONEL BARRYMORE
Coming Thursday
room at Community building.
I Kcrpinen. Rehearsal of folk dance
No one is sorry that Maine is mov,‘d l0 Thomaston where Mr
“UNCLE LEM AND HIS
I to be given at an entertainment in to have an excellent network of Morse has employment with his
.MOUNTAIN BOYS”
Special Christmas gift; at Sarah Watts hall Dec 29, will be held at modem airports and Rockland i hiother Wilbur Morse.
On Stage In Person
C Linnell hat shop; bags-calf- the schoolhouse at 4 39 Sunday, should make her landing field j Mrs. Lizzie Maloney has returned
suede, and alligator. Very srnar. I
taking part in the dance are large enough to protect planes' from Medcmak
shapes at $3. Copper Kettie.—adv requested to be present.
when weather Is windy or made
Fliil p Davis is mourning the
Week Days,
2.00, 8.30, 8.30
-----------------The Sewing Club met at Harjula’s difficult by weather of any kind. ! loss of his dog. Sklppy.
Sundays.
3.00, 6.30, 8.30
Spencer Individual Designing j Wednesday night with Mrs. Mary
That is the least that can be done
Service. Corsets, girdles, brassieres, uar jUia> hostess.
Refreshments for proper safety.
Osaka, Japan, will establish an
and surgical supports. Mrs. Mona , were served. The next meeting
• 0 • •
air raid defense school and intends
M McIntosh. £35 Broadway. Tel WU1 be Wednesday at Mrs. Fred
Readers notice the deep inter to train 83C2O students there.
£2-M.—adv.
149 152 Anderson's.
est in music in the State brouglv.
about by the Federation of Music
A special lot of Fall coats, both
New Low Prices on Fuller Brushes
that connects* with the National fur trimmed and plain, at sharply
Federation of this finest art. More "educed prices have been received
Order Your Gifts of the Fuller Dealer Now
music clubs are doing chorus work at Lucien K. Green & Son and
and different ensemble music ef Burdell's Dress Shop. Odd Fellows
forts. Here's Houlton holding its Block. 16 School street, Rockland,
2 SPECIAL VALUES THAT ARE
16th annual vesper service, pre —adv.
137-tf
ALWAYS WELCOME AND USEFUL...
senting a
Christmas cantata,
IN THE MORNING—EASY, PLEASANT SHOPPING
charging a small fee and donating
December Specials
the proceeds to some worthy
cause, and the bands of the State
On All
are to the front with the Bellas'.
PERMANENTS
Band celebrating its 59th anniver
To Fit Your Purse.
sary in fine musical style, and
more each year is done for the 'P-'FZ
•'
Get Yours At
Package of 3 Fuller Tooth
higher culture in divine singing in
the churches. There is great re
Brushes and your
KATHERINE’S
$1.00
■(©
Y' Shirts,
ligious appeal in worthy music, it
full sarfforizc.l
choice of one can
BEAUTY SHOP
shoulii be paid for with thanks
of powder or tube
666 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
giving and praise.
(BLAKE BLOCK) TEL. 1120
•
•
•
•
of tooth paste.
p—<•
__
Beautiful Celanese
Katherine Small, Prop.
Judge: "Tiie Jury finds you
REGULAR VALUE
\
$1.88
Shirts,
gu.lty."
Prisoner:
"Thr'/s all
right.
i TOOth
- >L
Judge. I know you're tco intelli
1
*
Maine
Made
FULLCR
I
•
gent to be influenced by what they
WKs-ltratt
$1.95
TMII8AIISKS
Hathaways,
say.”
”C A M OI
A* Cw
Judge; “You can take your
choice, $10 or 10 days.”
Matinee 2.C0; Evening 615
PAJAMAS
Prisoner < still in foggy condl- I
A Welcome and Imexpihiivi Christmas Gift
SATURDAY. DEC. 14
tion): "111 take the money. Your
Cash Night
Come Collect $80
$1.00 to $3.50
Honor.”
"YOUTH WII.I. BE SERVED”
• • • •
Jane Withers, Jane Harwell
Singing the happy birthday
plus
greetings
over
the
telephone
Is
'
The invigorating bath and
“WAGON TRAIN"
very popular. Over 9 000 al these
Tim licit, Martha O’Driscoll
shower brush everyone engreetings have been sung over the
plus
joys. Delightful for shampoo.
wires in a single day in New York;
TERRY AM) THE PIRATES. 10
and more than 50 operators had to !
Short Subjects
do the trick.
SL'N.-MON., DEC. 15-16
l Here is a hand to Miss Alice '
WaUv
Beery, Ann Rutherford
COMPLETE
A Marble, the No. 1 champion wo
“WYOMING”
WITH TUBE
HOW WET U AS MY OCEAN"
man athlete of America and out
Flannel and Beacon
News
standing woman competitor of
1940.
These and other appropriate Fuller Brush Gifts
TUESDAY ONI Y. DEC. 17

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Trccartln are
Mrs. Charges Anderson Is con
I occupying the A. C. Ramsdeil resi fined to her heme with influenza.
dence on Beech street for the Win, ter.
Miss Julia O. Littlefield of the
Camden street school is spending
Mrs. L. E. Frost and son Sher the holiday vacation as guest of
wood went Thursday to Wollaston, her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chesley
where they will spend the Winter Littlefield in Stillwater.
with Mr. Frost.
A WELCOME GIFT
Mrs. Leland Drinkwater enter
The stores cf Rockland offer
tained W.I.N. Club Thursday night.
almost anything anybody might
High sccre awards went to Mrs.
want to buy for a Christmas
John M. Richardson. Mrs. Vance
present, but there's always an
Norton and Miss Pearl Borgersor.
easy solution if you are puzzled
The Misses Malzie Joy. Shirley The Courier-Gazette can be sent
Stanley, Mary Dodge and Marilyn into any place In the United
Ramsdeil, and Iarcy Bron and States three times a week fcr $3,
Richaid Marsh of Gcrham Ncrmal and we <io the mailing. The re
School are spending the Christmas cipient will be grateful to the
‘■ender 156 times a year.
vacation at their homes.

LLOYD NOLAN

For an outstanding

value this Toaster has no

chromium plated with black enamel trim.

equal.

It's

Doors have artistic

open design and large solid walnut handles.

Toast flops when

doors are lowered.

4

Only $ \ .25
$1.25 down; $1.00 monthly

Just imagine!

This full size chrome plated streamline design

Waffle Iron at this price.

Cast aluminum grids prevent waffles from sticking.

Has rich

genuine walnut handles, concealed feet prevent marring of

table.

Equipped with heat indicator shows when iron is readv

to use.

rcw'g'cs'-iMK'iri'c’ew’cgwtMM’M're

Only

$6. 95

$1.95 down; $1.25 monthly

Hero’i a buy that tha Smart Shopper cannot afford to past up—a beauti
ful chrome plated Sandwich Toaster with streamline design end plenty of
eye appeal. Has genuine walnut richly finished handles.

Can be adjusted for "darlt-medium-light" and is fully automatic. It’s
ideal for club sandwiches and cooks two full slice three-decker sandwiches
at well as ordinary toasted sandwiches.
Grills equally as well and fries small steaks, pork chops or bacon.

'C’C'cmwcwm

:«*<•« cx’S'C’cwc

Only

5

.75

Here's an outstanding value in a most popular gift—an auto
matic Waffle Iron.
Beautifully designed in smart streamline
chrome plate, genuine walnut handles.
Has regulator for

Each waffle baked

to ycur taste and always the same.

limited quantities and they'll go fast at this price,

ADVENTURE...1

SAPS AT
SEA

swuwr

Strand

Good News For Christmas Shoppers

SINTER# GRANT'S

Fuller Tooth Brush and
Powder Combination

75e down; $1.00 monthly

“nght-medium-dark" and is fully automatic.

CHARTER
PILOT

Shop

early and don't be disappointed!

Gifts for Men

3

now 99c

Now $0.50

FULLER SHOWER BRUSH

$

The design of this fine corn popper is particularly appealing in
its full chrome plate; has walnut handies.
The perforations allow corn to be seen when popping.
Butter, oil or fatty grease can be placed in Popper without
danger of dripping through.

'

can be obtained of your Fuller Brush Dealer.
Prices lowest beyond comparison. Phone today

CENTRMmMAINE
FOWERXOMMMY

385 MAIN STREET,

$2-5®/-''

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer

ROCKLAND, ME.

150&151

93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL 431-W

BATH ROBES

$4.95 to $9.50

COLDS;

FIGHT MISERY right where’’
you feel it-with swift-acting

I VICKS VAPORUB

Encyclopedia Night

Cash Night—Come, Collect
"ELLERY Cl FEN—MASTER

DETECTIA'E''
Ralph Bellamy, Margaret Lindsay
"EYES OF II1E NAVY"
Ozzie Nelson's Orchestra
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Every-Other-Day

credit on the attitude of the com
pany, then and now.
"As we look back to the boom
days of steambeating, the Oreat
White Fleet of tlie Eastern Steam
An informal pictorial history of steam navigation In Penobscot Waters,
ship company sailed from Boston
by John M. Richardson
with the freight decks so full of
freight it made it necessary to
edge up the gangplank in order to
get it cn board, and during the
Summer months, all passenger ac
commodations filled to capacity
A former Waldoboro boy. How' as a pattern maker. Then, in ’23,
with many bookings ahead for
ard o Nash, has been named as back to the Iron Works where they
staterooms. The fleet was making |SUperjntendent of the mammoth were struggling to hold on with
money, but for five years prior to i, L
.
1920 where did the greater part offabrication plant now being com- contracts for light ships and a
this money go? Only those who P'eted at East- Brunswick foi the steamer for the Maine Central
were closely connected with the Bath Iron Works. The Bath Times Railroad. After a few months of
business in those days can answer Pays bim
following tribute,
the latter he accepted an inspec
that question.
'This u definitely a tribute to
"The sweeping changes in the Mr. Nash s ability in the ship- tor’s job wtth the New England
requirements of tlie Steamboat In- building field and. should strike an Structural Co., of Everett. Mass.,
When this picture was taken, the above was known as Negro Island
spection Service, and amendments 1 encouragelng note for the army of and was on that work during the
building of the Edison plant at Light in Camden harbor. It is now Curtis Island Light and its keeper is
young
men
who
have
for
a
cento the old laws from 1915 on hit all ,,—. .............. - ------ — - —
..
. 4. „ . _
M»rri.nn
»
—Photo Emerson Sadler.
coastwise companies hard, It hit [ ttlty, and still do migrate from | Weymouth, Mass., and the Boston Mjrick R. Morrison'
Chamber
of
Commerce
building.
the Eastern harder than the rest 1 the numerous, small, surrounding
Again he returned to the old i
A Christmas message
cards, gifts and a large birthday
on account of the size of its fleet ! communities to seek their fortune
[For The Courier-Gazette |
cake
This company lived up to the laws 1 in the City of Ships. For the Iron Works and was laying out and t
",e.Y-U^eBSnu..tb*‘
Jack Robinson ls recelv‘n« c°nto the letter and thousands of gentleman who next Monday as- developing in the boiler shop until
dollars were spent for new equip sumes the superintendency of the the plant went on the auction The blessings fr ;m ail jiumanity, to gratulations. having been found
our hardy Coast Patrol.
ment from 1915 to 1917.
two million dollar East Brunswick block in 192S when President Newell And to
the Keepers of the Light we qualified for appointment as flying
Send a word of cheer
Tlie "Old Colony” was the first branch of the Iron Works received was unsuccessful in his first effort
cadet. His name has been placed
praise for your noble services.
to feel the effects of these laws his diplomas from Waldoboro high to purchase the shipyard and its And our
cn the eligible list as a result of
throughout the passing year.
Shc was laid up at the Hodge Boil- school one June day in 1909 and equipment was junked. But, the
haVf gQ
a recent examination. Training for
er Works in East Boston for the I that was the extent of his academic : Pore River plant in Quincy welcan
(or ,10tt,ing more.
this class starts Jon. 4 or Feb. 15.
, corned him back and he remained I Let their praise of your noble deeds
greater part of 1913-1914 and used career
I
reach from Shore to Shore:
as a spare boat At the annual in
“Tlie son of the late Mr. and I there two years or so until in isrji, The phosphorous gems of'brinv light
spection in the spring of 1W5 her Mrs. Oardiner J. Nash of Waldo- I ^ident Newell did succeed in Brlng«>” K^de ^“rt^nd^ppi- MEDOMAK
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and
crane type of boat davits would boro- his father was a harness obtaining control of the Iron Works
ness to you on Christmas day.
three children visited Sunday with
Walter Edgar Scott
not comply with the new law. All shop proprietor in the little town , along with Vice President Main,
Mrs. L. J. Winslow in Olendon.
crane davits were removed, and a on the Medomak river—Mr. Nash | and on Gee. *• 1927. which virtufull complement of the approved came to Bath following his high ally marks the opening of tlie pres PORTLAND HEAD
Mrs. A. R Benedict of Montclair,
mechanical type of boat davit in- school graduation because the old ent Bath Iron Works Corp, he
Mt and Mrs W C Dow were N J. ls at her Summer heme for
stalled, at a cost of several thou- Iron Works offerfd thp greatest took over foremanship of the mold guests at the station Tuesday eve- a week.
sand dollars. As these davits were nwr„y attraction for „ voung man loft and has been there since.
ning.
Mrs. Ellie Carter and son of
heavier it was necessary to do much stepping out into the world, even
“In addition to possessing a
Arthur Harlow was guest recent- Thomaston passed Monday eve"For men may come and men may go,
re-lnforcing under the boat deck as it does today. He obtained work thorough knowledge of the busi ly of R. T. Sterling.
But I go on forever."
ning at Verge Prior's.
The Barstow life raft was no longer
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Grant of
Mr Dorothy Benner of FriendThese words of Tennyson somehow are peculiarly applicable to the ever dependable "Sommers X. Smith." allowed on passenger steamers, the in the old plant as a shipfltter's ness. Mr. Nash is blessed with an
helper but. the ensuing year. 1910. affability that has made him ex Cape Elizabeth called Mcnday shi ls vl„ltlng her molher. Mrs.
known and loved by generation after generation.
old type of Clark life raft was not
he transferred to the mold loft of tremely popular with both his fel afternoon on the Hilt family.
Clara Carter.
NO. 77
was the smaller "Frederick M Wil- tice on all the other boats, the allowed on passenger steamers which _ Edmund P. Briggs, now low foremen and subordinates. He
Mrs R. T. Sterling was in PortMr. and Mrs. Rufus Teele were
after
1915
unless
its
fastenings
were
oilct
house
squats
uncompromis

The venerable tug “Sommers N. £on whose bones lay under the
superintendent of the Carlton is married, his wife being the for- land on business Monday and recent guests of Mrs. Tecle’s par
ingly on the saloon deck instead galvanized instead of black iron.
fill
at
the
Syndicate's
coal
dock
mer
Miss
Edith
Purington
of
West
j
Tuesday
afternoon
Smith" 1887-19??. is in the “tew
bridge, was then foreman. It could
property. The "Smith” has had of on the hurricane deck as is pres- ! The Old Colony’s were of the old
The Maine Sea Coast Missionary ents. Mr. and Mrs. Standish in
perhaps be said that this marked Bowdoin. They make their home
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STEAMBOAT DAYS

“GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST”

Howard 0. Nash To Superintend Two
Million Dollar Plant In Brunswick

Wing "llollf-Dales!
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swirling steam, the echoing scream 234 feet long and 33 feet wide both

.Matt Peasley.
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whj£tle

over

g;aSfy

dawn-
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york

wreck for generations and her
single tone, second tenor whistle
has led the chorus at every
launching and all the numberless
harbor welcomes, years without
end. It was the “Smith" which
headed the triumphant procession
when the “City of Rockland" was
brought up from her unhappy tarry
cn North West ledge and it was
the “Smith" which told all the
Massachusetts wreckers to go jump
off the dock when she and the
"Sophia", with some slight assistance frem Capt. John I Snow, salvaged the crack, twin stack liner
“Sankaty" from the waters of Fairnaven harbor.
Lur.r.g her palmy days of youth
and consant service the "Smith"
wac on the go night and day. trailirg the plume of steam from her
high pressure engine from Fort
Point to the Roaring Bull, and
she practically kept the water boiling hot shuttling between High
I.' land, Long Cove and Pleasant
R:ver. Her consort in those days

»

,

------------------------------------------------touched waters and the pungent. Forest City," 1854. being two years
and salty memories to a thousand virile bite of soft coal smoke in my oider than her more graceful sister
hearts. She has more passenger- nostrils which lifts my pulses with These steamers were considerably
miles to her credit than many the desire to go places and do. smaller than "Katahdin," 1234
things, whether it comes from the ton5 241 4 feet long, and much
regular passenger steamers and.
stubby throat of a locomotive or smaller than the 1414 ton "Per.obglory be. her staunch old iron hull thp towering stack of a steamboat..
wltb her 255 foot ’ength
is good for useful decades more.
....
s 100 *engln
The "Smith"
has Darticlnateri in
"Forest
City" wore
did most
every
marine tragedv
and minor Tne ?teamer "Porest C,ty’" long std
” ’heelers,
cut sails
of as
considera-

overdue ln “Steamboat Days" made tion of nerveus passengers who still
port safely Thursday, thanks to cli?trusted steam but had a more
Byron Bevies of Cambridge. Mass modern lock due to the setting of
"Forest City" was one of the Bos- the boon at derlc leveI instead of
ton-Bangor boats in the eighties, i higb on the mast
following the loss of the “Cam-1
• • • •
bridge,” 1886, running frequently' Capt. Willis Snow made yesteras relief boat with ’’Lewiston," as1 da>'- 8 truIy haPP>’ "Friday the
"Katahdin” and "Penobscot" bore | ^th for the Steamboat Editor by
the brunt of the heavy freight and presenting to this column six p'cpassenger businesstures. three of which are absolutely
"Forest City," was the only Bos- t0Ps f°r tde forthcoming "island
ton boat of that era built with the boat's series.”
old fashioned hog frame which
....
shows plainly in the picture and ] As these lines were written, in
was considered essential to strength popped Bob Waterman or Noith
in the wooden steamers built in the Haven, warm friend of "Steamboat
fifties and sixties The smart “City i Days" and practically everybody
of Richmond," wrecked on Mark else. Bob wanted to sec seme p;cIsland in '81 also had a hog frame tures of that old North Haven fa
which was especially noticeable in vorite, the "Mount Desert.”
the picture of the salvaged wreck,
presented in this column July 29,
Capt. Walter E. 3coit of Deer
1939.
Isle, long marine Superintendent
j "Forest City" was strongly and for the "Eastern ' adds an enlightsquarely built with no curves or ening word anent the company’s
grace in her wheelhouse or other difficulties with tightening inspec(deck houses and contrary to prac- 1 tion requirements, all reflecting

Some folks still arn't believe
their eyes

OING over Buick dealers’ reports on
our 1941 models, we find an unusual
thing happening.

G

Time and again cars come in for the usual
inspections with an extra note of instrucf ns—“Please check the gas gauge needle.”

4

Even after hundreds of miles, people mis
trust their eyes when they see its snail-like
pace from the Full mark toward Empty
—they don’t see how it’s possible for a car
as big as Buick to go so far on so little.

_ J. —

/

,ut(

■

And the simple secret of Compound Carburction is that it keeps your engine run
ning on its most frugal diet for all normal
driving—and provides full feed only when
you need, want and call for the lift of extra
wallop.
Meantime even the gears are helping save
money—for the regular high gear in a Buick
gives you the economy of the so-called
“gas-saving” top speeds you hear about.

small car that’s setting these economy fig

ures. There are all the room, size, impres
siveness, comfort and downright thrilling
performance you ex

pect from a Buick.
So it isn’t because the
needle’s out of kilter

that it goes down so
slowly. It’s simply

because it’s in a FIRE
The big thing is, of course, that this is no

BALL Buick.

BUICK PRICES
BEGIN AT

s

935
for tho

BUSINESS COUPE
drlivertd at Flint,
Mich. State tax,
optional equipment

.
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But it does—and for good reasons.

and accessories —
extra. Prices subject

The whole Fireball engine was
designed and built to get the most
good out of modern gasolines.

to change without
notice.

EXEMPLAR OF OENERAL MOTORS VALUE

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET,
This is a real oldtimer, the “Forest City" which put in considerable time on the Roston-Bangor run in
thp thriving eighties. Can’t say exactly why, but she has a look like the "J. T. Morse." Note the hog frame
and the location of the pilot house. Photo from Byron Boyles.

ROCKLAND, ME.

c. W. HOPKINS
12 BAYVIEW STREET,

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

CAMDEN, ME.

